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Hopkins drives
first F-150
aluminum
truck in state
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Mass Christian Choir performs to
packed Lovett Auditorium crowd
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Above, Mike Crook of Westside Baptist Church in Murray directs the 94-member Murray Mass Christian Choir at Lovett Auditorium Sunday during an opening song at "The Gift of Christmas" Concert. The choir, made up of singers from 10 churches in Calloway and Graves counties, performed their Christmas
song renditions in front of more than 1,000 people. Below, the Murray Mass Christian Choir debuted many of the songs it performed Sunday on a CD titled
"The Gift of Christmas," which were sold at the door of the free concert and are also available by calling Westside Baptist Church at 270-753-8240.
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'The Gift of
Christmas'

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
It is not what can be seen that
makes the new 2015 Ford F-I50
pickup truck John Hopkins of
Murray drives these days so
interesting.
Pretty much, the truck looks
like its 2014 predecessor.
However,there is a distinct difference between the ruby red
'15 model Hopkins is driving
compared to earlier versions ...
about 700 pounds difference.
"The big reason I got it is
because of gas mileage and
what's making it possible is that
this one is 700 pounds lighter.
Plus my lease was about to be
up and it was about to be either
I walk or get another set of
wheels," Hopkins said of how
his new "set of wheels" is made
of aluminum alloy and is the
first F-150 fitting this classification to be sold in Kentucky.
Hopkins leased the vehicle on
Dec. 1 from Parker Ford of
Murray.
"So far, I've put 700 miles on
it, mostly'from in-town driving,
although I did make one trip to
Martin, Tennessee for something. Right now, it's getting
18.6 miles per gallon. which is

WHAT'S INSIDE!!!

By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer

And the angel said unto
them, Fear not: for, behold, I
bring you good tidings of
great joy, which shall be to all
people.
For unto you is born this
day in the city of David a
Saviour, which is Christ the
Lord.
Luke 2:10-11

The Murray Mass Christian Choir performed a debut concert at Lovett
Auditorium to a packed audience Sunday
afternoon, singing modern renditions of
popular Christmas songs for a good cause.
The choir, made up of about 94 singers
from 10 churches in Calloway and Graves

counties performed almost a dozen
Christmas songs with modern twists in
music and tempo. The free-ticket concert
nearly filled Lovett Auditorium and featured soloist performances from multiple
churches as well as a children's Christmas
choir on one song.
Mike Crook, music director at Westside

•See Page 2
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City encourages
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disposal of trees
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The gifts are wrapped, the
stockings are hung,the meal is
cooked and the milk and cookies are ready to be laid out for
Santa.
But what are you going to do
once it's all over?
It's never too early to start
planning for the postChristmas disposal of holiday
refuse, and the City of Murray
is reminding city residents of
easy ways to recycle trash and
throw out Christmas trees.
Don Rogers, superintendent

for the City of Murray
Department of Sanitation, said
any city resident with empty
boxes, used wrapping paper or
other applicable items may
take them to the city's recycling bins, which is open 24
hours a day on Andrus Drive.
If the boxes contain any polystyrene, they are asked to
remove it beforehand.
"We really encourage them
to use the recycling containers
if at all possible for wrapping
papers, cardboard, any of the
stuff we collect down there,"

II See Page 6
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BREAKFAST WITH SANTA: Kaydence Kindle, 6, left, and Elaina Rodgers, 6, sit atop
Santa's lap at the Murray Woman's Club Saturday morning. Hundreds turned out to attend
the Sigma Department's annual Breakfast with Santa event, where kids and their parents
got a chance to meet with Santa, peruse vendors and eat a hearty breafast.
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WEATHER

Monday: A 20 percent
chance of showers after noon.
Cloudy, with a high near 54.
South southeast wind 5 to 14
mph, with gusts as high as 22
mph
Monday Night: Showers
Low around 50 South wind 9
to 13 mph, with gusts as high
as 18 mph Chance of precipitation is 80 percent.
Tuesday: Showers. High
near 57. South wind 6 to 9
mph becoming north northeast in the afternoon. Chance
of precipitation is 80 percent.
Tuesday Night: Showers
before midnight, then rain

after midnight Low around 40.
North northwest wind 6 to 9
mph Chance of precipitation is
80 percent
Wednesday: A chance of
showers before noon, then a
chance of rain after noon
Cloudy, with a high near 43
West wind 10 to 13 mph, with
gusts as high as 20 mph
Chance of precipitation is 40
percent
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy. with a low around 32
West wind 8 to 11 mph
Christmas Day: Sunny. with
a high near 47 Southwest
wind 8 to 10 mph
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 37.
South wind 8 to 10 mph
Friday: A slight chance of
Showers Partly sunny. with a
high near 50 South southwest
wind 10 to 13 mph becoming
west in the afternoon Winds
Could gust as high as 20 mph
Friday Night: A chance of
rain and snow Mostly cloudy.
With a low around 32
Northwest wind 7 to 9 mph
Saturday: Mostly sunny.
with a high near 42 Northwest
wind around 8 mph

All hospitalized with pneumonia
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Boxing great Muhammad Ali
was hospitalized with a mild
case of pneumonia that was
caught early and should result in
a short hospital stay, an Ali
spokesman said Saturday night.
The three-time world heavyweight champion, who is battling Parkinson's disease, is
being treated by his team of
doctors and is in stable condition, said his spokesman, Bob

Gunnell.
"He went into the hospital this
morning," Gunnell said in a
phone interview."He has a mild
case of pneumonia and the prognosis is good."
Gunnell declined to say where
the 72-year-old Ali is hospitalized. He indicated that Ali's bout
of pneumonia was caught
quickly.
"This all came about this
morning," Gunnell said.
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Soloist Michael D'Elia performs "Let Heaven and Nature Sing" alongside the Murray Mass Christian Concert at its Lovett
Auditorium Concert. Donations after the show and money from the purchase of $10 choir CDs went toward the Gentry House
and Murray-Calloway County Need Line.

From Front
Baptist Church in Murray,
also directed the Sunday performance. He said it was his
idea to join singers from multiple churches in the form of a
large choir more than a year
ago. He sent letters, emails
and made phone calls to pastors and music leaders across
the county and region to generate interest in May and the
nearly 100-strong members
began work this summer,
choosing and fine-tuning
songs to match the singers'
voices.
AUSTIN RAMSEY/Ledger &Times
The choir formed with two
Mike Crook, who leads the music department at Westside purposes, Crook said. First,
Baptist Church in Murray, also directed.and was lead produc- members went to work
er of the Murray Mass Christian Choir CO and performance. recording a professional
Above, Crook and the choir lead audience members in a album, which he produced.
Christmas carol sing-along.
The CD. titled -The Gift of
Christmas," sold for $10 in
the Lovett lobby as visitors
filed in and out of the building.
Crook said the choir recordDONATE BLOOD
ed in late September with the
help of producer and engineer
DaeWoo Kim of Studio 78 in
Nashville, Tennessee. Kim
helped produce a Grammy
Award-winning rock gospel

We are proud to serve this community
and truly appreciate your trust in us.
May the coming season bring peace and
contentment for you and your loved ones.
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album for artist Jonny Lang in
2006.
After recording sessions,
Crook and the choir set off to
practicing for the live Sunday
performance.
Members
rehearsed for several hours
multiple days every week for
the performance, he said.
"If we were going to work
that hard for the music,"
Crook said, "I wanted to do
something for the community.
But we wanted to raise some
awareness. too."
Proceeds from donations at
the concert and CD sales are
going to the Gentry House in
Murray and Murray-Calloway
County Need Line.
"Other than just celebrating
Christmas, we should try to
give back," Crook said, "not
with just gifts for our family
but it's about giving back to
the agencies that help people."
Crook is manager of the
Angel's Attic Thrift Shop in
Murray. He said his role there
allowed him to see the needs
of community-based philanthropic organizations like the
Gentry House and Need Line.
After the show, Need Line,
Executive Director Tonia
Casey said the performance
was very special to her personally.
"This performance was
awesome," she said. "It was
very moving. I cried, actually.
The spirit of Christmas really
came through."
Murray Mayor-elect Jack
Rose also had good things to
say about the performance
and CD as audience members
exited Lovett Auditorium
Sunday afternoon.
"1 just thought it was beautiful," he said."We brought our
two grandchildren from
Nashville with us and we all
enjoyed it and we all participated. It was a great day."
Members were invited to
give to the organizations via a
love offering as the audience
sang with the choir at the end
of the concert.
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AGRICULTURE
Kentucky ag economy remains strong, but
concerns remain for 2015 planting season
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Photos provided
The Murray State University Hutson School of Agriculture recently honored high school students in the Purchase, Pennyrile and Green River regions as Murray State University FFA
All-Region Stars at a banquet in their honor on MSU's campus. In the first photo, above, from
left to right, are shown Dr. Jay Akridge, Glen W. Sample dean of agriculture at Purdue University; Caitlyn.. Meinschein of Ballard County High School; Caitlin Wyatt, Pennyrile State FFA vice
president; and Dr. Bob Davies, MSU president. In the next photo, from left to right, are Akridge;
Delissa Green, Calloway County High School; Wyatt; and Davies.

MSU Hutson School of Ag recognizes
area FFA students for accomplishments
By SHERRY McCLAIN
MSU Print Media Service
The Murray State University Hutson School of
Agriculture(HoSA)recently honored a number of
high school students from the Purchase, Pennyrile
and Green River regions as MSU FFA All-Region
Stars based on the students' leadership in Future Farmers of America. A banquet was held on
MS U's campus in honor of the recipients.
FFA advisers at individual schools could nominate
two students — one as an automatic recipient of the
award and the second as an at-large nomination (not
all at-large nominees were chosen for the award).
Additionally, Purchase and Pennyrile FFA regional
officers were selected for an All-Region Stars award.
Students honored this year come from a number
of high schools in the region — Ballard Memorial.
Calloway County,Carlisle County,Fulton County,
Graves County, Hickman County, Livingston Central, Marshall County, McCracken County and
Trigg County in the Purchase Region; Caldwell
County, Christian County, Crittenden Comity.
Hopkins County Central, Hopkinsville, Lyon
County, Madisonville North Hopkins. Muhlenberg

County and Todd County in the Pennyrile Region.
and Henderson and Webster County schools in the
Green River Region. Students from counties in
the Green River Region outside of Murray State's
18-county service region were not eligible.
Dr. Tony Brannon, dean of the Hutson School
of Agriculture created the award program last year
as a way to acknowledge FFA students in Murray
State's service area for their accomplishments. The
event gave the visiting high schoolers an opportunity to observe Murray State's Collegiate FFA
students using the skills they learned in high school
at the university level, and HoSA also was able to
showcase some of its top students.
Each FFA All-Region Star received a plaque,
lapel pin and a special scholarship offer. FFA advisers were also recognized for their service to
their students and Future Farmers of America.
The guest speaker at the banquet was Dr. Jay
Akridge, the Glen W.Sample Dean of Agriculture
at Purdue University. Akridge was the 1982 MSU
Outstanding Student in Agriculture and is an MSU
Hutson School of Agriculture Outstanding Alumnus (2005).

Dy MUM LEA SPICE
Ky. Agriculture Extension
Though the forecast for 2014
crop receipts is down 2 percent,
a 15 percent increase in beef.
poultry, dairy and hog prices
is expected to boost 2014 Kentucky agricultural cash receipts
to $6 billion, up slightly from
$5.7 billion in 2013.The outlook
for 2015, however, is expected
to drop back to the $5.7 billion
range.
Overall, Kentucky is faring
better than much of the rest of
the nation when it comes to its
farm economy.
While U.S. farm cash receipts
are expected to fall by 1 percent
this year, University of Kentucky agricultural economist
Will Snell predicts Kentucky's
receipts will increase by about 5
percent.
"These higher receipts, coupled with the last year of tobacco
buyout payments and a relatively
large percentage of the 2013 corn
crop being sold this year, will
enable Kentucky net cash income to remain relatively strong
in 2014," Snell said. "Our biggest concern is what is looming
in 2015 when buyout payments
have ended and a much lower
priced grain crop is marketed."
UK College of Agriculture,
Food and Environment faculty
Snell, Kenny Burdine, Todd
Davis and Tim Woods, all from
the Department of Agricultural
Economics, Jeff Stringer, from
the Department of Forestry, and
Kentucky Farm Business Management Program coordinator
Jerry Pierce shared their agricultural economic outlook for 2015
and an overview of 2014 during
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation conference Dec. 4 in
Louisville.
"Despite a lot of concern
over current and projected crop
prices, we partially attribute
Kentucky's agricultural economy being better than that of the
U.S. to the diversity of agriculture we have in our state," Snell
said. "In the midst of a current
depressed grain economy, compare Kentucky's gross or net
farm income to that of a grain
state, like Illinois. They are really nervous looking into 2015."
That is because significantly
lower anticipated grain prices,
coupled with modest changes in
land rents, will challenge grain

profitability in 2015.
"We are seeing lower prices
because stocks of wheat, corn,
soybeans and cotton are increasing both domestically and
globally," Davis said. "We're
likely to see less corn planted
in the US. in 2015 due to farmers shifting to more profitable
crops."
Kentucky is more livestock
dependent than the country as a
whole. Throughout 2014, tight
supplies, strong fed cattle prices
and decreasing corn prices resulted in unprecedented feeder
cattle price levels.
"Short supplies and decreased
grain prices should support feeder
cattle markets in 2015," Burdine
said. "I expect a record calf market in the spring of2015 and likely
the second highest fall market on
record,second only to 2014."
Hog prices, while showing extreme variability, were up more
than 15 percent in 2014. These
increased prices and lower feed
costs resulted in higher profitability. This will possibly lead
to 2 to 4 percent more pork on
the market in 2015, which may
push prices down by 10 to 15
percent for the year. On the plus
side, lower prices will help U.S.
pork compete in world markets,
which could add about 4 percent
to export levels.
Poultry continues to be the
top agricultural enterprise in the
state. In 2014 broiler production continued its upward trend,
with production increasing by
3 percent over 2013. Declining
feed costs will enhance profits
in 2015, which will lead to a 2
to 4 percent increase in production. The increased production
will drive prices down slightly,
but the lower prices will keep
the U.S. competitive in global
Markets. .
.
The tobacco situation changed
this year, driven by increasing
world production, lower burley
demand and a mixed quality
crop. Snell expects 2014 U.S.
burley production will be greater
than anticipated use, which
would lead to more critical grading and prices retreating from
their high of $2.06 per pound in
2013.
"Excess world burley supplies
and slumping demand will likely
induce tobacco companies to reduce contract volumes in the
U.S. in 2015," Snell said. "Cou-

pled with labor and infrastructure challenges, acres will likely/
fall, with the value of Kentucky
tobacco production likely retreating below $400 million next
year."
The equine market continues
to show recovery from the threeyear lows of 2009 to 2011. Burdine said major sales in 2014 are
comparable to a year ago, both
in terms of value and numbers
sold. He predicts that strength in
major markets will likely continue to support sales and stud
fees in 2015, while softer commodity prices will reduce the
pressure to convert hay ground
to row crops, which caused a
decrease in supply over the past
few years.
Direct markets and programs
such Kentucky Proud, Farm-toSchool, Restaurant Rewards and
Kentucky Farm Bureau Certified
Roadside Farm Market Program
continue to drive demand and
growth for produce in Kentucky.
More than 50 percent of produce
is sold through direct markets,
while auction markets result in
10 to 15 percent of sales.
The forestry sector saw a 5
percent increase from 2013,with
an estimated direct economic
impact of $8.3 billion. Employment in the industry is up 2 percent over last year.
All forestry sectors increased;
pulp and paper producers and
converters saw the biggest gains,
"Prices for all timber commodities were stable or increased in
2014. Prices for sawlogs for
lumber production, our mos'
important timber commodity
increased 24 percent on averag
for all species and grades. The
prices are expected to continu
into 2015, resulting in good o
portunities for growers, loggers
and processors," Stringer said.
The export value of Kentucky's wood products is estimated to reach more than $273
million in 2014, an increase of
more than 30 percent from 2013.
Preliminary study results were
released that indicated the economic importance of the entire
agricultural cluster, which includes production, agricultural
inputs and food processing, was
$43 billion, using data from
2012, the most recent available.
The final report will be made
available before the end of the
year.
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TRASH COLLECTION
INFORMATION
The City of Murray Sanitation Department
will be closed
Thursday,Dec.25th and Friday, Dec. 26th
for the Christmas Holiday.
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Red Cross
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Every Donation Brings Hope

If your normal trash day is Thursday or Friday,
we are asking customers to set their garbage out
Monday,December 28th.
Everyone needs to have their container
at the curb no later than 7:00 a.m. If you
have extra trash just place it at the curb.

GIFT
CARD
SPECIAL!!!
Buy ONE

The City of Murray Sanitation Department
appreciates your cooperation in this matter.
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$20.00 Gift Card &
GET ONE FREEll
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NOTE: The City of Murray Transfer Station
will also be closed Wednesday, Dec. 24th &
Thursday,Dec. 25th
The Transfer Station will be open
Friday,December 26th & Saturday, Dec.27th
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200-206 E. Main - Murray. KY • 270-753-3361
Hrs: M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m. • www inurraystipplyco.ccom

Should you have any questions,
please call 270-762-0380.
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Angels Attic seeks items

The Angels Attic Thrift Shop, 972 Chestnut
Street, is in need of items as it continues to provide funding for Angels Healthcare Clinic for
Murray and Calloway County residents without
medical insurance. Specific mods are men's,
women's and children's clothing; furniture;
appliances; household items; and toys. Items
can be received Monday through Saturday,from
8 am.to 5 p.m., or call 270-762-0505 for pick-
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Santa to be downtown
Santa Claus will return to his house on the
lawn of the Calloway County Courthouse,
downtown Murray, on Monday, Dec. 22, and Tuesday. Dec. 23,
from 10 am. until
from noon until 3 p.m.; and Wednesday,Dec. 24,
noon.

Holiday closings at CCPL announced

The Calloway County Public Library will be closed Wednesday,
Dec. 24, and Christmas Day,Thursday, Dec. 25. They will resume
regular hours on Friday, Dec. 26.
Photo provided

MWC GARDEN DEPARTMENT:The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club held its Christmas luncheon Thursday,
Dec. 4, at the Murray Country Club. Dr. Ben Wright and Jackie Reed of the Murray State University Hutson School of
Agriculture accepted the 2014 Garden Department Scholarship for horticulture student Kaitlin Ziesmer. The MWC Music
Department Ensemble presented a program of holiday music.

Need Line will be accepting applications for families needing a
Christmas Food Basket on Monday. Dec. 22; and Tuesday, Dec. 23,
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. Families and individuals must live in
Murray or Calloway County and be income eligible. Proof of
income and residency must be provided. Need Line is located at
509 North Eighth Street.

WKMS offers holiday programs through New Year's Day
Special to the Ledger
Murray State's listener-supported, educational media service 91.3,WKMS offers an ongoing radio and online celebration
of the season with its annual
series of special music and storytelling programs, "Holidays
Sound Good." It started on
Thanksgiving and continues
through New Year's Day 2015,
including over 65 hours of
nationally and locally produced
programs that are unique on the
dial.
The "Holidays Sound Good
on WKMS" programs airing
Wednesday, Dec. 24, through
Thursday, Jan. 1,2015 are:
Wednesday,Dec. 24,
Christmas Eve
• 9-11 a.nf. — A Festival of
Nine Lessons and Carols - The
30-voice King's College Choir
performs the Festival of Nine

HAPPENINGS
by JENISE HOWARD

Chnstmas is defiantly happening
around here between being entertained
and playing Christmas games we have got
the spirit. Our very own Barbara Brandon
and the First Methodist Church String
group came and played for us on Sunday
Afternoon. They hadn't much more than
left till the Christian Community Church
came and sang carols for us. I am telling
you we are blessed with all this great
entertainment it sure makes our Christmas
even brighter.
North Elementary treated us by
bringing their Kindergarteners all four
classes and what a joy they were.They
were so cute and sang so sweet we just
love seeing the little children. After
their program, we headed to Patti's
and had lunch, and then we were off to
the Badgett Playhouse for their variety
Christmas show. On the way home, we
went through Mike Miller Park and
looked at the Christmas lights. You are
never too old to enjoy lights; I think
we would have a bus load every night
to look at them.
On Wednesday Sandy Linn came
and held our book club with ow Hickory Nuts. She brought us tasty Christmas
cookies and served us coffee. We love
her and look forward to her visits each
month. Of course you know when she
started we told her she had to bring
refreshments each time and so far she
hasn't disappointed. On Thursday
Joyce Herndon came and held our
monthly sing a-longs except this time
it was all Christmas songs which were
a nice change. On Friday Mary Erwin
from Intrepid played Bingo with us for
the last time this year. Then we played
Christmas Trivia and tested our holiday
knowledge.
Birthday shout outs go to Hubert
Stroud and John Ed Scott. We hope
they both had a great day and have
many more. I don't know about all
of you, but around here we are looking forward to a visit from Santa.
Just like looking at Christmas lights
you never get to old for Santa Claus.
On that note we here at Hickory
Woods wish all of you a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year!

...Where priceless
memories are made.
114 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone (2701 7544700 • 1-886-231-5014

Lessons and Carols service of
readings and music live from
Cambridge. England.
• 11 a.m. to noon — An
Encore Presentation of 2012's A
Kentucky Christmas - WKMS
presents selections from A
Kentucky Christmas, edited by
George Ella Lyon and published
by The University Press of
Kentucky in 2012, voiced by
wonderful WKMS volunteers
and full of music including performances of the Town and
Gown Community Band of
2012.
• 12-1 p.m. — Holidays from
MSU 2014 - Murray State students with the Concert Choir,
Wind Ensemble., Chamber
Singers, Jazz Orchestra and
Percussion Ensemble perform
including
favorites
Greensleeves. Deck the Halls,
Sleigh Ride, Wassail Song of
Gloucestershire and Winter
Wonderland and more. Thanks
go to Murray State University
Digital Media Services and
Music Department faculty Dr.
Pam Wurgler, Dr. Todd Hill, Dr.
John Hill, Dr. Bradley Almquist
and Dennis Johnson for making
this broadcast possible.
• 9-11 p.m. — A Café Jazz
Christmas Eve with Brian
Clardy - It's Christmas Eve and
Murray State's Dr. Clardy celebrates the day with unforgettable selections including John
Favorite
"My
Coltrane's
Things,""Jingle Bells" by Duke

Ellington and Ella Fitzgerald
singing "White Christmas."
Thursday,Dec. 25,
Christmas Day
• II a.m. to 1 p.m. — St. Olaf
Christmas Festival- Enjoy a
service in song and word from
Minnesota's St. Olaf College
with two hours of hymns,carols
and orchestral selections celebrating the Nativity.
•9-10 p.m. — The Jive House
Funky Christmas - We're happy
to bring you an encore performance of funky Christmas music
curated by Brad and John.
• 10-11 p.m. — Funky Jazz
Christmas with George Eldred The music continues with
Santa's jazz messenger George.
Friday, Dec. 26
• 12-1 p.m. — Preserving Our
Voices 2014 - An encore broadcast of our second annual
National Day of Listening presentation honoring stories of perseverance in our region.
Wednesday, Dec.31, New
Year's Eve
• 8 p.m. to 3 a.m. — Toast of
the Nation - An NPR tradition
every New Year's Eve since the
1970s,Toast of the Nation takes
you live to jazz parties across
the country including the
Newport Jazz Festival, Winter
Jazzfest, New York, Chicago,
and Los Angeles and countdowns in three time zones.
Thursday,Jan. 1,2015 New
Year's Day
• l0 a.m. to noon — New

Year's Day from Vienna 2015 The Vienna Philharmonic presents its yearly classic New
Year's Day concert from the
Golden Hall of the Musikverein
in Vienna. You'll hear your
favorite waltzes, polkas and
more. Happy New Year!
The full schedule of holiday
programming is online at
wkms.org under Holidays
Sound Goo-cl on WKMS. The
station broadcasts a continuous.
comprehensive mix of news and
music, including its 24 hour all
classical channel. The station
serves nearly 30,000 listeners in
western Kentucky. southernmost Illinois and northwestern
Tennessee. Stations include 91.3
WKMS-FM and WKMS HD-1
and All-Music HD-2. Murray;
90.9 WKMD and WKMD HD-1
and HD-2, Madisonville; 89.5
WKMT, Fulton; and AllClassical 92.5 Paducah, 88.9
Murray and 105.1 Madisonville.
WKMS also streams both its
two channels at wkins.org. a full
offering
website
playlists and regional news. For
more call 1-800-599-4737.

service

Alcoholics Anonymous lists schedule
Special to the Ledger
Alcoholics
Murray
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 S. 12th St., Suite J, in the
Southside Shopping Center

behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday, 1 p.m. open, no
smoking; 8 p.m. closed, no
smoking, I 2x 12 study; Monday

1 YEAR!
THIS 11

Applications for baskets being accepted

noon, open, no smoking;6 p.m.
closed, no smoking, ladies'
meeting; 8 p.m. open, smoking;
Tuesday, noon, open, no smoking; 8 p.m. closed, no smoking;
Wednesday, 11 a.m. closed, no
smoking; 6 p.m. closed-ladies
meeting. no smoking; 8 p.m.
open, smoking; Thursday. noon,
open, no smoking; 8 p.m. open.
smoking- study of the big book;
Friday, noon, open, smoking; 8
p.m. open, smoking-newcomers
meeting; Saturday. 10 a.m.
open, no smoking-breakfast of
champions; 8 p.m. open, nosmoking,speaker meeting.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a problem with alcohol .and want to
give it up. Open meetings are for
anyone who wants to attend an
AA meeting.
For information call Bear!,
270-226-3971; Dwayne, 270799-1065; Cindy, 270-4354111; or Lou,270-799-1065.

Need Line office to be closed for holidays

Need Line will close at I p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 24, and will not
be open on Thursday. Dec. 25. and Friday. Dec. 26.

Bufor
Bufor
Dec. IF
Funer
Funeral

Divorce Care classes to start in January
University Church of Christ will begin a 13-week Divorce Care
class on Wednesday. Jan. 21, and will continue until April 15. The
13-week class will run back-to-back for those who miss earlier
classes. The meetings will be in room 211 of the church,801 North
12th Street, from 6:30-8 p.m., each Wednesday. A fellowship meal
will be held before the class from 5:30-6:30 p.m. There is no Cost
for the class. For more information, call 931-933-1776.

Storytime Tuesdays 'offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St., offers Storytime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m.,for children from birth to five years of
age. The event also includes music interaction, snacks and crafts
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 270753-6712 for more information.

Items needed for Back-Pack program
Items are needed for the Need Line Back-Pack Children's Food
Program which include fruit snacks, fruit cups, pudding cups,juice
boxes, single serve cereal boxes, granola bars, apple sauce cups,
cheese & crackers, Poptarts. and vegetable juice boxes. To help
with this program. call 270-753-6333. Donations can be dropped
off at Need Line. 509 N. Eighth Street.

TOPS to meet Tuesday
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday. Dec. 23. from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Please enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For
more information, call Judy Freeman at 270-206-1768.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at
The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesda at 6:30
p.m.,at the Knights of Columbus,332 Squire Road. Please ote the
building is a non-smoking facility. For more information,call Kevin
at 270-293-7061.

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a I2-step Christ-centered recovery meeting
program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at Hope
Harbor Church, Kentucky 94 E. For more information, call 270753-6695.

The Good Life to offer a cruise
The Good Life of Murray Bank has a seven night Pacific Coastal
Cruise planned for April 24 - May 2.2015. on the Crown Princess
with a pre-night in Long Beach, California. Ports of call will
include Santa Barbara and San Francisco. California; Astoria.
Oregon; and Victoria British Columbia. To sign up for the cruise or
for more information, contact Brenda Sykes at 270-767-3338 or
email bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Volunteer tax preparers needed
The United Way of Murray-Calloway County is partnering with
the IRS, AARE Tax-Aide, Murray Housing Authority and Murray'
State University to recruit volunteers to help seniors, families, individuals and students prepare their taxes free of charge from
February until April 2015. To be eligible, a person must have the
willingness to take online or in-person training to become a certified volunteer tax preparer through the IRS VITA program before
Jan. 29, 2015; be available at least once a week for one of the following sites: AARP Tax-Aide at the Senior Citizens Center on
Wednesdays from 8 a.m. until 2 p.m.. or the Murray Housing
Authority on Thursdays from 2-7 p.m.; and a desire to make a positive difference in providing client guidance for increasing their
income, building savings and gaining and sustaining assets. For
more information,contact Trey Smith,executive director of United
Way of Murray-Calloway County at 270-753-0317 or
treysmith@murray-ky.net.
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Jerry Mac Key

Shirley Diane Erwin

Brenda Jones

Jerry Mac Key.72,of Murray, Kentucky,died Thursday. Dec. 18.
2014,at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Funeral services were at 2 p.m., Sunday, Dec.
21. 2014, at the Heritage Chapel of Imes Funeral
Home and Crematory_ withJim Simmons and
Glynn Orr officiating. Honorary pallbearers were
the Westside Baptist Church Adult Men One
Sunday School class.
He was born Sept. 21, 1942, in Murray.
Kentucky, to Herbert and Christine Adams Key,
who preceded him in death.
He was a Kentucky Colonel and co-owner of
Kars Inc. He was a member of Westside
Key
Key
Baptist Church. the Farmington Masonic Lodge.a
board member of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce and served many years on the Murray-Calloway.
County Transit Authority.
Mr. Key is survived by his wife. Charlotte Key; a son, Rodney
Key and wife Mitzi; a daughter,Edwina Key,all of Murray; a stepdaughter. Brandi Fister of Lexington; a brother. Reggie Key and
wife Robbie of Murray; grandchildren McCall Key. Cooper Key
and Abbi Fister; and one niece and one nephew.
In lieu of flowers,donations may be made to the Westside Baptist
Church Building Fund. 207 Robertson Road South. Murray, KY
42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Heritage Chapel of Imes Funeral Home and Crematory was in
charge of arrangements.

Shirley Diane Erwin, 77. of Murray, Kentucky. died Friday, Dec.
19,2014. at her home.
Funeral services were at 2 p.m.. Sunday, Dec. 21.
2014, in the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with John Dale officiating. Burial followed
in the South Pleasant Grove Church Cemetery.
She was born in Murray, Kentucky, on Jan. 5,
1937. to Hub and Eva Bazzell Erwin.
$he was a floral designer and retired after 40
years. She was a member of Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her
Sammy Gallimore; two daughters,
husband,
Erwin
Tamara Belinda Gallimore and Laurie Beth
Gallimore; a sister. Judy Parker; and three brothers. Joe Tom Erwin.
Rob Erwin and Billy Erwin.
Ms. Erwin is survived by a daughter. Tracy Fay Gallimore of
Murray; a sister, Mary Frank Paschall of Murray; six grandchildren.
Tera Statesman. Jenny Hinton, Troy Lewis, Josh Harcourt, Ashley
Senter and Tisha Wells; and seven great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Brenda Jones. 55. of Sedalia. Kentucky. died Saturday, Dec. 20,
2014,at the Jackson Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield.
She was a member of the Cuba Church of Christ and an employee at Briggs and Stratton in Murray.
She was preceded in death by her mother, Lucille Phelps Koon.
and her grandparents. Willard and Mae Koon and Jesse and
Imogene Phelps.
She is survived by her husband of eight years. Jeffery R. Jones;
her father. Clyde Koon of Grand Rivers, Kentucky; one son,
William Morris of Brentwood. Tennessee; one daughter. Melanie
Waller and husband Anthony of Franklin. Tennessee; two stepdaughters. Jessica Walker, and husband Brent of Mayfield and
Amanda Jones of Mayfield; one brother, Jeffrey Koon and wife
Cathy of Grand Rivers. Kentucky; two sisters, Ann Sanders and
husband Edward of Ledbetter, Kentucky,and Mary Jane Springs of
Fredonia. Kentucky; and six grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at II a.m. Tuesday. Dec. 23. 2014.
at the Byrn Funeral Home in Mayfield. Kentucky, with Will
McSweeney officiating. Interment will follow in the Dixon
Cemetery in Grand Rivers.
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Monday, Dec. 22, 2014, at
the funeral home. Arrangements are being handled by Byrn Funeral
Home in Mayfield.

Mary Jo Myers Gay

Freeman Hughes Bennett

Buford Lloyd Coursey
Buford Lloyd Coursey,96. of Murray. Kentucky. died Thursday.
Dec. 18, 2014. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Murray.
Funeral services were at 3 p.m.,Sunday. Dec.21.2014,at Collier
Funeral Chapel, 211 West Fifth Street, Benton, with Rev. Charles
Frazier and Rev. Don Wilson officiating. Burial
with military honors followed in Dees Cemetery.
Calvert City.
He was born Thursday. Sept. 5. 1918, in
Marshall County, Kentucky.to Raymond Coursey
and Alice Stom Coursey.
He was a veteran of the US Army and served
during World War II. He was retired as a master
welder at Penwalt and was a member of the
Plumbers and Pipefitters Local 1969 District 154.
He was a member of Zion's Cause Baptist Church.
Coursey
He was preceded in death by his parents and a
brother. Duard Coursey.
Mr. Coursey is survived by his wife. Mary
Pierce Coursey of Murray; daughters. Pat Frizzell
and husband Don of Benton; and Burneda
Coursey of Benton; stepchildren, Mickey Pierce
of Florida. Ginger Nall of Murray. Tammy Riggins of Murray;
grandchildren. Todd Larimer and wife Gina of Calvert City, Brett
Larimer and wife Rachelle of Paducah.Tiffany Thompson and husband Matt of Benton. Trent Frizzell of Benton. and five greatgrandchildren.
Collier Funeral Home. Benton. e as in charge of arrangements.
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Mary Jo Myers Gay,66, of Benton, Kentucky, died Friday. Dec.
19. 2014. at the Marshall County Hospital emergency room in
Benton.
She was born Sunday,July 25, 1948,in Calloway
County, Kentucky. to the late Ed Brown and the
late Mahala (Fulton) Brown. She was a clinical
nurse specialist and the director of long term care
for the Marshall County Hospital. She was of the
Baptist faith.
She is survived by her husband. Roger Gay of
Benton, Kentucky: a son, Richard Hendrickson
and wife Laurie of Benton; a daughter. Juli Conner
of Benton; two stepsons. Lee Gay and wife Beth of
Gay
Benton, and Lewis Gay and wife Lynd.say of
Benton; six grandchildren. Chloe Hendrickson,
Cayce Hendrickson. Owen Hendrickson. Haylee Hendrickson,
Dylan Keeling and Kayla Keeling Teckenbrock and husband Zeb;
and five step-grandchildren, Rylan Gay, Rory Gay, Ransley Gay,
Lynnley Gay and Lynnox Gay.
Funeral services will be held Monday,Dec. 22,2014.at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of the Collier Funeral Home in Benton. Kentucky, with
Rev. Joe Daryl Thorn and Rev. Don Wilson officiating. Interment
will follow in Pace Cemetery in Hardin, Kentucky.
Visitation was held Sunday. Dec. 21,2014,at the Collier Funeral
Home at 211 W. Fifth St. in Benton.
Memorial contributions may be given to the Marshall County
Animal Shelter,839 Benton-Briensburg Road, Benton, KY 42025.
Online condolences may be left at www.collierfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by the Collier Funeral Home in
Benton.

US mulls putting NKorea Killings of 2 New York
on terrorism sponsor list officers trigger backlash
By JOSH LEDERMAN
Associated Press
(AP)
HONOLULU
President Barack Obama says
the United States is reviewing
whether to put North Korea
back on its list of state sponsors
of terrorism as Washington
decides how to respond to what
he calls an "act of cybervandalism." not one of war, against a
movie company.
Sony Pictures Entertainment.
which said it canceled the therelease of "The
atrical
Interview" after distributors
refused to show it. pledged to
find a way to get the film out.
"How it's going to be distributed. I don't think anybody
knows quite yet." a Sony
lawyer said. The comedy
involves a plot to assassinate
North Korea's leader.
Obama is promising to
respond "proportionately" to an
attack that law enforcement
blames on North Korea. "We're
not going to be intimidated by
some cyberhackers," he said.
The president said the U.S.
would examine the facts to
determine whether North Korea
should land back on the terrorkm sponsors list.
"We're going to review those
through a process that's already
in place," Obama told CNN's
"State of the Union" in an interview broadcast Sunday. "1'11
wait to review what the findings
are."
While raising the possibility
of a terrorism designation,
Obama also asserted. "I don't
think it was an act of war. I
think it was an act of cybervandalism that was very costly,
very expensive. We take it very
seriously."
Obama's description drew
immediate scorn from two
Republicans who are longtime
critics of his foreign policy.
"It is a new form of warfare,
and we have to counter with
that form of warfare with a better form of warfare," said
Arizona Sen. John McCain.
Sen. Lindsey Graham of

South Carolina called it "an act
of terrorism" and favored reimposing sanctions and adding
North Korea to the terrorism
list. The U.S. needs to "make is
so hard on the North Koreans
that they don't want to do this in
the future."
North Korea spent two
decades on the list until the
Bush administration removed it
in 2008 during nuclear negotiations. Only Iran, Sudan. Syria
and Cuba remain on the list,
which triggers sanctions that
limit U.S. aid, defense exports
and certain financial transactions.
But adding North Korea back
could be difficult. To meet the
criteria, the State Department
must determine that a country
has repeatedly supported acts of
international terrorism,a definition that traditionally has
referred to violent, physical
attacks rather than hacking.
North Korea threatened to
strike back at the United States
if Obama retaliated, ihe
National Defense Commission
said in a statement carried by
the country's official Korean
Central News Agency. The
statement offered no details of a
possible response.
The U.S. is asking China for
help as it considers how to
respond to the hack. A senior
Obama administration official
says the U.S. and China have
shared information about the
attack and that Washington has
asked for Beijing's cooperation.
The official was not authorized to comment by name and
spoke on condition of anonymity.
China wields considerable
leverage over North Korea, but
Obama has accused China of
carrying out cyberthefts, too.
In the CNN interview, taped
Friday in Washington before
Obama left to vacation in
Hawaii, Obama renewed his
criticism of Sony's decision to
shelve "The Interview." despite
the company's insistence that its
hand was forced after movie
theaters refused to show it.

By RIK STEVENS
and VERENA DOBNIK
Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) - Civil
rights leaders Sunday condemned the ambush killings of
two New York police officers
and expressed fear that the
backlash over the bloodshed
could derail the protest movement that has grown out of the
deaths of Michael Brown and
Eric Garner.
In the raw hours following the
killing of the officers, police
union officials and politicians
accused those who have protested the deaths of Garner and
Brown of fanning anti-police
fervor. Patrick Lynch, president
of the Patrolman's Benevolent
Association in New York, said

there was "blood on the hands"
of demonstrators and elected
officials who have criticized
police tactics.
The Garner and Brown families issued statements repudiating the officers' killings, while
civil rights leaders took to the
airwaves to try to put some distance between the movement
and the crime.
"To link the criminal insanity
of a lone gunman to the peaceful
protests and aspirations of many
people across the country,
including the attorney general.
the mayor and even the president, is simply not fair,"
NAACP President Cornell
William Brooks said on CBS's
"Face the Nation."
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Freeman Hughes Bennett left his home northwest Puryear. Tenn.
surrounded by loved ones and joined his son. Kyle Duncan Bennett
(1964.1980) in heaven Sunday, Dec. 21.2014.
He was born Dec. 2. 1941, in Springville.
Tennessee. to Jessie and Moline Thorne Bennett.
He was a graduate of Hazel High School Class of
1960 and soon after began working at General Tire
in Mayfield. Kentucky, where he was a proud
member of URW Local 655 union, until he retired
in 1997. He was a member of Hazel Baptist
Church and Woodmen of the World camp 138. He
was a charter member of the Hazel Lions Club and
served as president from 2005-2014. He was
Bennett named Lion of the Year for 2009-2010 and
received the Melvin Jones Fellow award for dedicated humanitarian services in 2008. This award reflected his limitless compassion and love that he gave so generously to everyone.
His eagerness to give of his time and help others included longtime
support of the Hazel Woman's Club and extended to the end as he
participated in research at the Vanderbilt University Medical Center
in Nashville, Tennessee. that they might gain knowledge to help
future AML patients. He loved traveling. Nascar, motorcycles.
Murray State University basketball,farming and his animals,especially -his girls," Fance'e and Lace'e the pampered poodles.
In addition to his son. Kyle, he was preceded in death by his
father, Jessie. and two brothers. Ronald Allen Bennett and Leroy
Bennett.
He is survived by his wife of 53 years. Hilda Duncan and special
son Steve Smith and wife Tammy of Commerce, Georgia. He was
"Poppa Hughes" to their children, Ithyn. Halley and Madison. Also
surviving are his mother, Moline Bennett of Hazel, Kentucky;
brother Paul Bennett and Glenda Hill of Murray. Kentucky; two
sisters. Ruth Belcher and husband Dave of Benton, Kentucky. and
Brenda Maley and husband Glen of South Carolina; two brothersin-law. Danny Duncan of Ohio and Tommy Duncan and wife Susan
of California; three sisters-in-law. Linda D. Bennett of Puryear,
Tennessee. Nancy D. Moore of 1Puryear. Tennessee. and Anita
Howell and Jan of Dover. Tennessee; 24 nieces and nephews and
several great nieces and nephews, including Hailey Bennett and
Duncan Bennett. his traveling buddy,of Puryear. Tennessee.
Chosen as pallbearers are Halley Smith, Madison Smith, Duncan
Bennett,Trevor Bennett,Troy Bennett, Phil Liddle and Gerald Ray.
Visitation will be 4-8 p.m. Monday.Dec. 22.at Ridgeway Funeral
Home in Paris. Tennessee. and after 11 a.m. Tuesday. Dec. 23, at
Hazel Baptist Church, with services to follow at 1 p.m. at the
church. Kerry Lambert and Tim Cole will officiate. Burial will follow in Oak Grove Cemetery.
In lieu of flowers, expressions of sympathy may be made to the
Hughes Bennett Shared Smiles Fund c/o Murray-CalloVvay County
Hospital Endowments,803 Poplar St., Murray. KY 42071.
Arrangements are being handled by Ridgeway Funeral Home in
Paris, Tennessee.
The number oftimes published or the length(lone or more ofthe
preceding obinuiries exceeds the nuiximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
space.
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Safety officials: US coal mines are
nearing record low in worker deaths
By DYLAN LOVAN
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
less than five years after an
explosion fueled by excess coal
dust killed 29 men deep inside a
West Virginia underground
mine.the nation's coal mines are
on pace for an all-time low in
‘%ork-related deaths.
Federal mine safety officials
credit changes they've made
since the Upper Big Branch disaster in April 2010. They point
to their more aggressive use of
team inspections at problem
sites and other measures, which
they say have fostered more
responsible behavior below
ground.
"I do think we're seeing a cultural change in the mining
industry that's for the better,"
Assistant Labor Secretary
Joseph Main, who heads the
U.S. Mine Safety and Health
The
Administration, told
Associated Press.
Main took over the agency
five months before the worst
U.S. mining disaster in four
decades, the explosion at the
Massey Energy-owned Upper
Big Branch mine.

Federal investigations have
concluded that blast was
sparked by worn and broken
equipment, fueled by a deadly
buildup of methane and coal
dust. The former CEO of
Massey, Don Blankenship. was
indicted in federal court last
month on charges he conspired
to violate safety and health standards. Blankenship has pleaded
not guilty and faces up to 31
years in prison if convicted.
Main declined to talk about
the case against Blankenship
because the judge has ordered
the parties involved in the case
to not speak publicly. The
Associated Press and other
media are challenging the gag
order.
After Upper Big Branch,
Main's agency created a list of
mines with a pattern of violations and targeted them with
"impact" inspections, which
mobilize a team of inspectors at
one site. The first list named 51
mines, and 42 were coal operations. In the years since, the
agency has conducted more than
830 impact inspections, and in
the latest review this year, the
mines on the problem list had

dwindled to 12, half of them
coal mines.
With a few days left in the
year, there have been 15 coal
mining-related deaths. The previous low mark was 18 in 2009.
But the improved record has
coincided with a plummet in
coal production in Appalachia,
leaving far fewer mines operating in a region where many of
the worst violators have historically been found. Eight of the
coal deaths this year have been
in Appalachian mines.
The number of coal mines
operating in the U.S. fell to
1,701 last year, from 1,944 in
2010, according to MSHA.
Steady coal production in the
Nest and a mining resurgence in
the Midwest prevented an even
steeper decline.
In West Virginia and eastern
Kentucky, mine closings were
especially drastic. There were
82 underground mines operating
in eastern Kentucky last year,
down from 161 in 2010. West
Virginia's total of 133 underground coal-producing mines in
2010 fell to 107 last year.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
270.753.9999• www.sbgproperty.cont
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

Murray, Kentucky's
Hearing Rehabilitation Specialist

Excellence

Experience

Integrity

Ms. Vickery is a nationally recognized, Board
Certified Hearing Instrument Specialist.
She is the past President of the Hearing Aid
Association of KeMicky, current Vice-Chair
of the National Board for Certification in •
Hearing Instrument Sciences, CEO of the
Mid-America Conference on Hearing, and
a member of the International
Hearing Society.

Call today and schedule
your hearing test.
270-753-8055

Call 1.800.949.5728
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•Aluminum truck ...
From Front
excellent when you consider
that 80 percent of those miles
so far have been in town."
A press release from Ford's
Central Region said that the
truck Hopkins now drives is
one of only 20 on the road currently in the United States.
Ford also said the new F-150
is the first truck to feature a
high-strength, military grade
aluminum-alloy body and bed.
Ford said the use of aluminum allows the truck to not
only be lighter, it also is more
rust resistant, which it said is a
technological breakthrough in
the auto industry.
"It's still amazing to me that
this truck is 700 pounds
lighter. They had to cut that
out somehow to make it like
this. I can't tell, though. If you
tap the door, it feels just like
plastic. You don't know the

From Front

Elizabeth C. Vickery, BC — HIS

or toll free

STONE-LANG CO.

ground.

difference," said Hopkins,
who is displaying the truck
when he goes to work at Cheri
Theater in Murray, where is
the owner.
"Maybe that will get this a
little more visibility, and that
doesn't bother me at all. I
could get from point A to point
B with anything. but it's what
happens between points A and
B that makes the difference
for me and that is how Parker
Ford handles service. (Parker
Ford principal dealer) David
Parker and his people have the
best service of anybody."
Ford said that the F-150 has
been America's best-selling
truck for 37 consecutive years
and America's best-selling
vehicle for 32 years. In 2013,
Ford sold 763.402 F-Series
trucks, the release said.
"The only time so far that
I've really had people talk to
me about this is when I went

to a Murray business and, as
I'm coming out, I see two
guys walking around my
truck. So I hit the button that
triggered the alarm," Hopkins
recalled, noting that the pair
did not go anywhere."I get to
talking with them and they tell
me they're looking for one of
the new F-150s. They said
they had been to Paducah,
heard they didn't have it so
they'd come to Murray to
look.
"That told me something
about David and his people.
They had gotten one before
anyone else not only in
Kentucky but in this whole
southern region with places
like Memphis and Nashville
and Little Rock,and they were
the only one to have it. That
says Ford thinks a lot of how
they do business and what
they do here."

III Recycling...

If you have trouble hearing clearly...
we invite you to see Ms. Vickery and
find out if a hearing aid will help.

Free hearing aid batteries!
We want you to try our hearing aid batteries.
They are fresher and last longer! Just dial
our toll free number and we will send you a
complimentary pack.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
pickup truck Friday outside
F-150
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2015
new
his
beside
John Hopkins of Murray stands
is unusual with his ruby
of the Cheri Theater. Off of appearances, it is hard to tell anything
F-150 sold in Kentucky
-alloy
red vehicle. However, it just happens to be the first aluminum
is shown in the backF-150
2014
and one of only 20 sold so far in the United States. A
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Rogers said. "Anything like
that we accept. and we
encourage them to use the
bins,especially at this time of
year when everyone has so
much more of that stuff."
Residents whose usual trash
pickup days are Thursdays or
Fridays are also reminded to
put their garbage out on
Monday. Dec. 28, since the
Sanitation Department will be
closed this week on Dec. 25
and 26. The Sanitation
Department will also be
closed on New Year's Day,so
residents with Thursday pickup should put their garbage
out on Friday, Jan. 2.
All other customers will
have a normal schedule. Any
city residents with questions

about the schedule or recythe
call
may
cling
at
Sanitation
Department of
762-0380.
Rogers also said the city
transfer station, located at
400 Landfill Drive in
Kirksey, will be closed on
Wednesday and Thursday.
Dec. 24-25, but will be back
open on Friday. Dec. 26. The
regular hours are 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through Friday
and 8 a.m. to noon, on
Saturdays.
Murray Police Department
spokesman Sgt. David Howe
also encouraged recycling
boxes instead of putting them
out with the trash, which he
said could make your home a
target for criminals.
"One of the ways that
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thieves target houses is by
looking for boxes for expensive Christmas presents that
are put out with the trash collection," Howe said. "So
either put them out on the day
of collection or better yet.
take them down to Andrus
Drive for recycling."
Howe recommended a couple of other safety precautions as well. He said people
putting
avoid
should
Christmas trees directly next
to the front window because
thieves can also be attracted
to houses with nice Christmas
trees because they might
assume there are nice presents underneath it. I4owe also
recommended illuminating
your Christmas lights only
when you are at home.
The easiest way for residents in the city limits to dispose of live Christmas trees is
to take them to the city's
leave pen on Andrus Drive,
said City of Murray Street
Department Superintendent
Ron Allbritten. It will be
closed Dec. 24-26, but it will
reopen on Saturday, Dec. 27.
It is normally open from 7:30
a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 7 a.m. to
noon on Saturdays, he said.
The leaf pen will be open
until the - Street Department
has completed the fall leaf
pickup, which Allbritten said
would likely be sometime in
January. He said the first
round of leaf pickup is about
three-quarters finished, and
he hopes to have everything
south of Main Street picked
up by Tuesday. The department always goes through the
city twice during leaf pickup.
To follow the city's progress.
residents can check a link on
the city's website, www•murrayky.gov for progress.
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Adams named Rotary Club
November Student of the Month
Special to the Ledger
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Callie Adams was named the Murray High
School Rotary Club November Student of the
Month by the school's faculty and staff.
Adams is a member of the Murray High School
Student Council, Y-Club, Beta Club and a fouryear member of the Future Business Leaden of
America. She is a National Honor Society
inductee and volunteers with the Special
Olympics program.
She served as captain of the Murray High
School Lady Soccer Team her junior and senior
year and was named the recipient of the Mallory
France Award which is given based on competitiveness, being a good teammate,sportsmanship,
and being a well respected mentor to young athletes by being a true ambassador for the sport.
Adams received the Lady Tiger Soccer Academic
Award her junior year and was named to the
KHSAA Academic First Team her junior and senior year. She was a part of a team which ended
their 2014 season with a record of 16-6-1, being
named district champions,regional runner-up and
advanced to the All A State semi-finals.
She has been active as a Murray High School
Sports Ambassador, and participated in the

Curd named MHS Rotary Club
December Student of the Month

been fortunate
enough
to be a
Johnathan Curd, Murray High School senior,
three
part
of
was selected by the Murray High School faculty
chamregional
Rotary
Club
and staff as the December Murray
pionships in
Career
Student of the Month.
Adams
Curd is a National Honor Society member and a football and
state
states, "I have
National Society of High School Scholars three
,
semi-final
truly
been
inductee. He is a member of BETA and the
blessed with
Spanish Club and is enrolled in a number of AP appearances.
The
faculty
I
the education
classes including statistics and English 3.
have received
He is a member of the Murray High School and staff have
me
at Murray High
Football team and was voted the best linebacker in given
opportunities
My
School.
2012 and 2013. Curd was a 2013 Western
teachers and
Kentucky All Conference nominee who was to thrive in the
classmates
named the 2014 All WKC linebacker first team. classroom.
have all helped
He was a member of the 2011 regional champions Attending
Murray High
me
achieve
and state semi-finalist, 2012 regional runnerhas
School
academic
and 2013 and 2014 regional champions and s
blessa
been
excellence and Callie Adams
semi-finalist teams. During his four-year career,
Johisethan Curd
I could not be
the team captured three of four state semi-final ing for me and
thought
happier with the time I have spent in high school. titles. Curd recently decided to play on the Murray has helped me to do things that I never
were possible," Curd stated.
Murray High definitely has equipped me for the High School basketball team his senior year.
He is the son of Joe Dale and Valerie Curd of
future."
Curd hopes to pursue a bachelor's degree in
Murray.
Adams is a member of the University Church of agribusiness at Murray State University. "I have
Christ Youth Group and is the daughter of Chip
and Jill Adams of Murray.

Fellowship of
Christian
Athletes during
her four-year

Special to the Ledge,

European court rules
Bush officials gave CIA.wide
obesity can be a disability
latitude against al Qaida
LONDON (AP) — Obesity can be a disability,
European Court of Justice ruled Thursday —
the
WASHINGTON (AP) — In July 2004,despite program early on. But Bush was not formally
that could have widespread consedecision
a
growing internal concerns about the CIA's brutal briefed by the CIA until 2006, at which time he
the 28-nation bloc for the way in
across
quences
interrogation methods, senior members of George "expre se discomfort" with the "image of a
deal with severely overweight
employers
which
diaa
in
ained to the ceiling, clothed
W. Bush's national security team gave the agency detain
staff.
himself,"
on
the
to
bathroom
go
to
forced
and
per,
an
against
tactics
harsh
permission to employ the
The ruling, which is binding across the EU,has
al Qaida facilitator the agency suspected was the report says.
the
than
different
far
is
approach
hands-off
That
such profound implications for employment law
linked to a plot to disrupt the upcoming presidenCIA
the
manages
Obama
administration
the
way
that experts expect EU nations to challenge it.
tial election.
After weeks of torture that included being sub- drone killing program, another covert action that
The court ruled in the case of a Danish childcare
jected to prolonged stress positions and sleep dep- pushes legal boundaries. President Barack Obama worker Karsten Kaltoft, who weighed 159 kilorivation at a secret site in Romania, the prisoner, has at times personally approved drone strike tar- grams(350 pounds) and said he was unfairly fired
Janat Gul, begged to be killed. But he steadfastly gets, and his White House has set rules about for being fat. The ruling said if obesity hinders a
denied knowledge of any plot, CIA records civilian casualties while pressing to investigate "full sand effective participation in professional
show_leading interrogators to conclude he was mishaps, officials say. However, like Bush offilife," it could count as a disability.
not the hardened terrorist they thought he was, cials, Obama has sometimes appeared to accept at
According to Jacob Sand, Kaltoft's lawyer, the
and that the informant who fingered him was a face value some questionable CIA assertions,
means employers will have an "active obliruling
a
in
killed
male
military-age
every
that
as
such
liar.
militant.
to cater to the needs of their obese staff
a
gation"
considered
be
could
strike
that
relayed
CIA
the
evidence
no
is
Yet there
Bush declined an AP request for comment, as members who are considered disabled, because
information to the White House and the Justice
Department, which continued to cite the case in did former Secretary of State Colin Powell and his discrimination on the grounds of disability is illelegal justifications for the use of the brutal tech- deputy, Richard Armitage. Condoleezza Rice, gal under European Union law.
who was national security adviser at the program's
niques.
This could mean providing car parking spaces
did not respond to interview requests.
inception,
testimony,
and
correspondence
In subsequent
the agency called the interrogation of Gul a suc- Nor did former Vice President Dick Cheney, forcess story on the grounds that it helped expose mer attorney general John Ashcroft,former White
House counsel Harriet Myers,and formes chief of
their original source as a fabricator.
Andrew Card.
staff
The Gul case is an 'ample of what a Senate
said he hasn't read the Senate report
Gonzales
relationdysfunctional
a
as
portrays
investigation
ship between the Bush White House and the CIA and considers it a one-sided, partisan document
regarding the brutal interrogation program. The because it was written by Democratic staffers-- a
White House didn't press very hard for informa- view Cheney has also expressed, publicly.
tion, and the agency withheld details about the Gonzales said he believes the coercive interrogabrutality of the techniques while exaggerating tions produced valuable intelligence and that the
techniques should still be available to the CIA.
their effectiveness, the report shows.
As for evidence of abuses, he said,"One of the
Press,
In an interview with The Associated
Alberto Gonzales, the former attorney general lessons that one might get from all of this is the
who was White House counsel when harsh CIA fact that war is a dirty business,and human beings
interrogations were approved, said it was not the sometimes they do things that they shouldn't do."
The torture of Janat Gul is a useful case study ot
White House's responsibility to manage the prothe CIA interrogations were overseen
how
Bush
senior
gram. Gonzales was the only former
administration official who agreed to speak on the because it occurred two years into the program,
after a report by the CIA inspector geittral had
record about the matter.
made clear that the harsh techniques were being
legal
it
declared
lawyers
branch
Once executive
for the CIA to use harsh methods on al-Qaida pris- employed far in excess of what had been envioners in secret facilities, Gonzales said, it was up sioned in clinical Justice Department memos.
When the program began in 2002, many senior
to the spy agency to oversee the mechanics, punish abuses, and keep policy-makers informed. So officials, including Powell and Rumsfeld, were
Bush officials can't be blamed if CIA officers did not told about it. But by 2004,they had been,and
things that were not authorized, or misinformed Senate investigators determined that nearly every
White House officials, as the report alleges, he major national security official in the Bush
administration was present at the meeting in
said.
"Whether or not they followed the guidance, which the decision was made to resume harsh
quite frankly, the oversight responsibility fell to techniques on Gul, the 110th of 199 detainees
the inspector general and general counsel of the held and questioned by the CIA.
One former senior official, who insisted on
CIA," said Gonzales, who is now a law professor
to discuss the internal deliberations,
anonymity
just
"We
Tennessee.
in
University
at Belmont
as a
wouldn't know about it, because that was not our said the inspector general's report was seen
program
the
way
the
changed
that
"bombshell"
responsibility."
,was viewed.
Gonzales said he was present during conversa
tions that made it clear Bush knew details of the

closer to the office,changes to workers' desks and
other modifications.
In some EU states, the decision may also make
it more difficult for employers to fire or lay off
workers who are grossly overweight.
"It is a good ruling in my case and I am happy
about it," said Kaltoft, who is now fighting for
compensation worth 15 months of his salary.
Kaltoft worked in child care for 15 years for the
Municipality of Billund in Denmark before being
dismissed in 2010. The municipality says
Kaltoft's position became unnecessary due to a
decline in the number of children served.
The European Court of Justice said it was now
for Danish courts to decide whether Kaltoft's obesity constituted a disability.
Tam Fry, a spokesman for the UK's National
Obesity Forum, said he was worried the ruling
could "cause friction in the workplace between
obese people and other workers."
Fry said he expected EU member nations to
challenge it.
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Looking Back
Tea years ago
Southwest Calloway Elementary
student Jacob Melvin shows the
cover of the Southwest Class of
2005 Cookbook that he designed in
a contest among students.
The Calloway County Laker
boys basketball team improve to
8-() for the season and will play
Union City in the championship of
the Heritage Bank Classic.
The first winter weather storm of
the season is seen on the trees surrounding the Calloway County
Court House this morning, after an
all night rain changed to sleet and
freezing rain. Several inches of
snow is predicted for tomorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Trent Gibson of
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Grayson James Gibson, born Dec.
2, at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former
Ashley Williams.
Members
of
the
Home
Department of the
Murray
Woman's Club visited the Adsmore
Museum at Princeton and had
lunch at Patti's in Grand Rivers on
Dec. 9. Pictured are Sylvia Sanger,
Christel Carter, Pat Conner, Betty
icier, Helen
Dunn, Lillian
Robertson, Bobbie Waters, Jackie
Helm. Lynda Cooper, Virginia
Thompson, Shirley Robinson.
Barbara Chilicote and Martha
Wallace.
Twenty years ago
Blood River Baptist Church
members and friends of Carol and
Bryan Lumpman will gather to celebrate the memories of the young
couple who were killed in an automobile accident a year ago on Dec.
Employees from the Murray
Parks
Department and
the
Calloway
County
Road
Department are shown laying rails
at the Playhouse in the Park in
preparation for moving the
caboose. It had to be moved to
make room for a new handicap
entrance at the community theater.
Constance Alexander of Murray,
is one of 20 Kentucky artists who
have been selected as recipients of

the 1995 Artists Fellowship awarded by the Kentucky Arts Council
for Kentucky wnters, composers
and choreographers.
'thirty years ago
Trent McCuiston of Murray, is
pictured looking somewhat bewildered during his visit with Santa.
A steering committee recently
met to begin organizing a local
chapter of the Murray State
University Alumni Association to
be called the Alumni and Friends
of Murray State.
Carolers and their canine friends
spent Saturday morning visiting
the Long Term Care Center at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital, Westview Nursing Home
and Fern Terrace Nursing Home.
The carolers included Matt
Lawson, Eric Niffenegger, Kristine
Carmody, Bayberry Lanning, Vair
Booth, Laura Lawson, Kelly
McDonald, Robin Richardson,
Leslie Blaustein and Stacy
Paschall.
Forty years ago
Members of the Murray High
School Band will leave Dec. 24,
for Miami, Florida, to march in the
Orange Bowl Parade on New
Year's Eve. The band and its director, Joe Sills, were honored on Dec.
20, at an assembly program at
Murray High School.
MI. and Mrs. Murray Ross
observed their 65th wedding
anniversary on Dec. 19.
Fifty years ago
Elected as officers of Epsilon
Lambda chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity at Murray State College
were Robert Lee, Richard Hurt,
Bob Harry, Jim Adams, Clarence
"Woody" Herndon, James Frank
Wilson and Walter Blackburn.
Judy Thomas, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Mason Thomas, is one of
seven campus favontes at Murray
tate College.
Sixty years ago
Southern
Bell
Telephone
Company is observing its 75th
anniversary. Murray now has over
3,400 telephones in use and is
served by Southern Bell.

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. Dec. 22, the
356th day of 2014. There are nine
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1864, during the Civil War.
Union Maj. Gen. William T. Sherman said in a message to President Abraham Lincoln: "I beg to
present you as a Christmas-gift
the city of Savannah."
On this date:
In 1775, Esek Hopkins was
appointed the commander-in-chief
of the Continental Navy.
In 1894, French army officer

Alfred Dreyfus was convicted of
treason in a court-martial that triggered worldwide charges of antiSemitism.
In 1910. a fire lasting more
than 26 hours broke out at the
Chicago Union Stock Yards; 21
firefighters were killed in the collapse of a burning building.
In 1937, the first, center tube
of the Lincoln Tunnel connecting
New York City and New Jersey
beneath the Hudson River was
opened to traffic.
In 1968, Julie Nixon married
David Eisenhower in a private

Lonely soldier must reach
out to others for comfort
DEAR ABBY: I am a soldier
in Afghanistan who is single with
few friends, if you would even
call them that. We work 24/7. No
days off, no breaks. It's not an
easy life. You would not believe
how nice it is to receive a message
from
family
or
friends.
Don't get
me wrong. I
have a loving
family who
support me
and
everything I do.
When I first
got here. I'd
get a message
from them at
By Abigail
least once a
Van Buren
week.
But
now that I am seven months into
a I2-month deployment, it has
been almost two months since 1
have gotten anything.
Now, I know if I reach out
and send a message -- which I
have done -- I'll get replies, but
am I wrong for not wanting to
• have to do that? Is it wrong to
wish that I could come in, relax,
and find a message waiting for
me? 1 know they love me and
are busy with their lives, but
sometimes it seems that 1 am forgotten. It would be comforting to
know someone is thinking about
me. Any day now, could be my
last. -- DEPLOYED SOLDIER
DEAR DEPLOYED SOLDIER: Because you're feeling
lonely and forgotten. it's important to let your family and friends
back home know how you feel.
They are not mind readers. You
say you heard from them in the
early months of your deployment.
But have you reached Out to them
recently? If you haven't, they may
assume you are being kept so
busy that you are unable to stay
in touch with them. The surest
way to get what you need is to
communicate -- and that applies
to more situations in life than
this one.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: I am a senior
in high school in Texas. Everyone has decided which college
they want to go to and what they
want to be. I have no clue. It is
frustrating, because when adults
ask what my plans for the future
are and I say I don't know, they
look at me like I'm stupid.
I feel 18 years isn't long enough
to figure all that out. I am an
introvert, and I would really like
to open up a cute little cafe in
New York when I am older. But
every time I tell someone this is
what I'd like to do, they ask how
I'm going to make money at it.
They're right -- I can't make a
living off a coffee shop, especially with the high cost of living in
New York.
I'm lost and don't know what
to do. I have less than a year to
figure things out, and its starting
to stress me. Please give me some
advice. I need a friend. -- LOST
IN TEXAS
DEAR LOST: You not only
need a friend, you also need a
counselor to help you find direction. If there isn't one at your
school, consider discussing this
with a career counselor at a nearby university or community college. Some courses in business
administration would be valuable
for you so you can learn the nuts
and bolts about running a business and avoid common mistakes
that might cause yours to fail.
Some classes in commercial
cooking would also be helpful. If
there isn't a trade school nearby
that offers them, consider working for a year or two in the
restaurant industry to see how it
functions. Many of the best chefs
in the world started out that way,
and you will learn quickly if this
is something you really want to
pursue.
P.S. Being an introvert doesn't have to stop you, if you partner with someone who's a people person to work the front of
the shop and teach you the art
of "schrnoozing."

Murray Le

No need to worry about
thumb-sucking in infants
DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm pregnant with my first child. Do you
have any advice about whether
or not to give my baby a pacifier? Also, is it OK if my baby
sucks her thumb?
DEAR READER: My mother told me that when I was a
baby I sucked my thumb a lot.
And that she
pulled it out
of my mouth
a lot. But
since I have
absolutely no
memory of
that. I doubt
that it's so.
Anyway. I
checked
in
with
my
pediatrician
By
colleagues on
Dr. Anthony
this question,
Komaroff
here's
and
what
they
shared. Don't worry if your infant
sucks her finger or thumb. You
have little control over it, anyway, since those fingers and
thumbs are attached to the baby,
and babies seem to need to experience the world around them
with their mouths.
Sucking a finger or thumb is
not a sign of emotional problems, and it does help some
babies sleep. Thumb-sucking
won't delay your child's language
development. And it won't cause
any harm to her mouth or teeth
if it is stopped by age 4 or
Most children give it up on their
own well before reaching school
age.
If your infant does suck her
thumb, make sure she is getting
enough to eat. Once you've established that the sucking isn't about
food, allow her the comfort of
her fingers or thumb.
Pacifiers are a little trickier.
and many parents struggle with
whether to use them. Pacifiers
do have some advantages: They

satisfy the sucking need, offer
comfort and may help some babies
sleep.
On the other hand, pacifiers
can become a crutch for parents.
They can become an easy way
to quiet your baby without finding out what the baby wants or
trying other forms of comfort.
And if you put your baby to bed
with one, she might wake up
repeatedly when she loses it during the night.
If you decide to use a pacifier, make sure it is all one piece
so at cannot break apart and
become a choking hazard. Have
several pacifiers on hand so there
is always a clean one available,
and wash them frequently. Never
attach a pacifier to your baby's
clothing, crib, playpen or stroller;
babies can be strangled by the
cord.
Before putting the pacifier into
your baby's mouth, try rocking
and cuddling the baby, or speaking softly. Sometimes that's the
best "pacifying" that a parent can
do. If the baby remains fussy
after feeding. try burping the
baby -- that may end the fussiness.
A breast-fed baby should not
be given a pacifier until nursing
is well established to avoid "nipple confusion." Some pediatricians
are not convinced that nipple
confusion really is a problem. A
pacifier may be most useful in
infants 2 to 4 months old. That's
when the need to suck is strongest.
Like thumb-sucking, a pacifier should not harm your baby's
mouth or teeth if it is discontinued before age 4 or 5. A baby's
need for a pacifier should end a
long time before that.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor. Roston, MA
02115.)

Dr. Komaroff
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ceremony in New York.
In 1977, three dozen people
were killed when a 250-foot-high
grain elevator at the Continental
Grain Company plant in Westwego, Louisiana, exploded.
In 1984, New York City resident Bernhard Goetz shot and
wounded four youths on a Manhattan subway. claiming they were
about to rob him.
In 1989, Romanian President
Nicolae Ceausescu, the last of
Eastern Europe's hard-line Communist rulers, was toppled from
power in a popular uprising.
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00V1OUSLY BECAUSE
I'm WEARING A
SANTA NAT!

APPARENTLY THE OFFICE
ISN'T BIG EN0t.164 POR
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PEDESTRIAN PERCEPTION
Dear Readers: Here is this
week's SOUND OFF, about
pedestrians in parking lots:
"I wonder why so many people leaving a store don't look
for moving cars as they walk
to their cars. Granted, cars
should give pedestrians the right
of way and travel at a slow
speed. However, many peoplejust
barge out of stores and don't
look at all! I'm very surprised that there aren't
more pedestrians hit in parking lots." — A Reader in Nebraska
There may' be a lot of "oops" involving pedestrians, and we don't hear about them. People are
supposed to have the right of way (laws vary from
state to state), but they, too, should pay attention.
I've seen people walking along, talking or testing
on a cellphone, oblivious to what's going on around
them.' One man walked into a stopped car and
blamed the driver! What's wmng here? — Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Other uses for napkin rings:
* Around small candles as decoration.
* Slide ends of a scarf into one to hold in
place.
* Use to hold curtains open.
* Attach a hanger and use as an ornament.
* Slip appliance cords into one.
— Heloise
GIFT-CARD QUANDARY
Dear Heloise: I often give gift cards to my son,
who lives out of state, to go out to dinner. He tells
me that restaurants allow them to use only 80 per-

.24.7 St

cent of the value of the gift card, and also require
him to tip 20 percent. He was told it's because the
restaurant is afraid it will be stiffed on the tip. Is
this standard in the industry? — Terri P.. Brea,
Calif.
No, it is not a standard practice in the restaurant industry. It is up to the customer to decide to
leave a tip — and how much to leave. An exception is where it is stated on the menu that for
"parties of 6-8 or more. an automatic gratuity of
(a certain percentage) will be added." I'm still not
sure that is entirely legal, either. Granted, large
parties are a lot to handle, and the server should
be tipped well for good and extra-good service.
Do remember that if things aren't perfect or if
maybe the food is slow getting to the table, it could
be that the kitchen is slow and it is not the .serier's fault. When the bill arrives, add the rip you
want to leave, or do say that you will he leaving
cash. The restaurant should NOT run your (lard
until you approve the bill. If you have a question.
ask to speak to a manager. — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1 -210-HELOISE
Email: Heloiseiatilieloise.com
FLAT IRON FOR SHIRTS
Dear Heloise: I hate ironing shirts because it is
hard to get in between the buttons. I was straightening my hair with my flat iron and wondered if
it would work on my shirts. I used a LOW setting and ironed that little section with it. It worked!
— Iona. via email
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otow, rvE COMPLETED
A ROUGH ESTIMATE OF
WHAT WE VE SPENT ON
THE KIDS GIFTS,AND IT
ISN'T PRETTY

MAYBE WE SHOULD LIMIT
OUR GIFTS FOR EACH
0TI4ER TO A M02E51 $25.

WERE YOU
THIN1(ING
EXTRAVAGANT,
OPECENT,
OR VULGAR?
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1
6
11
12
13
14
15
17
18
22
23
27
29
30
32
33
35
38
39
41
45
46
47
48

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
28
31

Christmas song
Christmas Eve traveler
"0 come, let us — Him"
Rose hazard
Singer Summer
Sprinted
Region
Lock opener
Entries for 6-Across
Impolite
Acquit
Hollywood deal maker
Andrea — (ill-fated ship)
Confer
Piece of Christmas mail
Glitters
"Honest" president
Eins und zwei
Cowboy contest
Uses shears
Basketball star Patrick
Wading bird
Winter gliders
Russian rulers

34
35
36
37
40
42
43
44

Stopwatch button
God of war
" _like a — full of jelly"
TV's Falco
Wrap up
Writer Levin
For each
Ave. intersectors
AVERT
AHEAD
LEVER
DANE
AROMA
STATE
STNICK
MOM
KEN
KISSERS
AXE
SPIELS
WEL D E
HOOD I E
PER
FORWENT
AYE
OWN
GRACES
ONA 1 R
AVILA
LOTTO
CONEY
PIWEAT
KNOTS

1

-2

3

4

5

7

11

Scoundrel
Brouhaha
13
Harry's friend
Tree decorations
15
Get smart
18 19 20
Wandered
Cry of insight
22
Fit an arrow to a bow
Christmas symbol
27
28
Tennis star Roddick
Twisty fish
30
Zodiac animal
Colossal
11111116—
Midrnonth day
7
They're hung before Christmas 35
Test type
40
"Chestnuts roasting on an open 39
Crazes
Dominant ones
Simple card game
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Notice

The publisher maintains the right to 'elect Or edit any submitted matter
_1

111M0

Controlled
Managed
$30lear paid aseseally to you for the lease of
your beads* resource.
(ex: $30 a 100 scree a $pew anomaly)
no property too tense
Local [Doran] 270-436-2626
020
Notice

Help Wanted

Papa Smurf
Storage

FITTS Block &
Ready Mix
Local Truck Driver
Wanted.... Must have
COL, up to date medical card. Apply in person: 98 E Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
SCHWARZ
Supply
Source
250 Melvin Henley Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
270-767-1881
Immediate openings
for
various warehouse
positions.
Full Time & All Shifts.
Must apply in person I
SPORTABLE
Scoreboards is looking for a full time, day
shift employee for
scoreboard
assembly/packaging in
a teamwork based
environment.

Hwy 94 East
70-'178-1400 iv
)
'
2
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk.
Although persons and
companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercotn,
you will he redirected
to Johnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, a4 a national
w.ebsite. not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please tall
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings. Thank you.

Assembly position may
include
fabricating
metal parts, installation
of: components, winng
and digits, applying
graphics to finished
scoreboards or packaging panels for shipment. Use of small
hand tools are required
to assemble our product.
The successful candidate is self-motivated;
detail oriented and
takes pride in the quality of their work. Having
electronic skills is a
plus.
Sport able
Scoreboards offers a
competitive wage and
comprehensive benefit
package.
Advancement opportunities are offered to
individuals who share

.11110
0
1iL
uyer

Immediate opening for busy physician's office
laboratory seeking a Lab Tech/phlebotomist.
Degree Preference: MT(ASCP). Good
phlebotomy skills a must. Must be pleasant, self
motivated and capable of multi-tasking.
Applicants may apply online at
primarycareeverywhere.com/careers or in
person at 1000 S 12th Street, Murray.
Secretarial & Educational Assistant Position
Secretarial & Educational Assistant, Part-time,
limited to available funding.
Employee must have good communication skills,
be willing to work with school children and
teachers. Have basic office/secretarial skills, be
able to work on protects independently.
Salary based upon an hourly wage of $8.00
Send resume, transcript and three references to:
Calloway County Conservation District
88 Robertson Road South
Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 270-767-0491 x4
Email: cindy0callowayconserystion.com
Applications must be in the Calloway Co
Conservation Distreit office by 4.00 p,m.
January 7- 2015,
Murray based company looking for Executive
Assistant. Responsibilities include assisting
the Sales Manager in daily operations and
special projects; scheduling, correspondence,
administrative coordination, and prioritizing to
meet deadlines. Must have the ability to work
comfortably under pressure, while maintaining
confidentiality and professionalism. Must have
excellent communication and organizational
skills. Starting salary based on education and
expenence. Send resumes to
jobs@taplogic.com.
150
Help Wanted
our positive commitment to meeting company goals.

* LEDGER&TIMES *:
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year At Buchansad

00.00
.4120.00

Check

Money Order

Visa

Want to Buy
'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Lamy 270753-3633

CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES,
HEATERS, AIR CONCARDITIONERS,
PETING, ETC. 270753-4109

MIC

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Name_
St. Address
City
Zip_

State

150
Ankles
For Sets

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger A Ream
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 753-1916

Vacuum cleaners, bags
& hoses.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield, KY
Autism=

USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELK INS

605E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo.
$96.00
6 mo.
1

3
6 mo.
1 yr.-

Articles
For UN

LARGE
SELECTION

Home Delivery
Local Mall
(oao..,)
3 mo.
00
3
mo.
.....$5500
mo.
6 ma ---- $5;00
1 yr. -.-....4105.00
I yr.....----$105.00

I

320
Apannunts For Rant
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
1700 Bourland Lane
Apt A. 2BR, 2BA brick,
large rooms, garages.
$750/mo.
270-8739070 leave message if
no answer.
2BR, 1BA, all
appliances
$650.00
!Rent, $650.00 deposit
1 year lease NO pets.
270-293-6430
2BR, 1BA, C/H/A, gas
heat, no pets, 1yr
lease,
references.
$600/mo
$600/deposit.
1404
Sherry Lane Apt B.
270-893-7786
2BR,2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished.
$650/month. 104 Par*
St.753-2225.
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD 1-800-545-1833 ext 283

*

MURRAY

Help Wanted

LAB TECH/PHLEBOMIST

Email resumes to:
mfg_recrultingescor
eboard1.com or
apply at: 106 Max Hurt
Drive, Murray

' Give a gift subscription to the

Rest of KY/TN

060

The Land Between Lakes Association is
accepting applications for the position of Gift
Shop Merchandise Manager to manage our
gift shop operations in the Land Between The
Lakes National Recreation Area. Applicants
should have a high school diploma and a
minimum of three (3) years experience in retail
sales to include purchasing, inventory control,
marketing and promotions, product display
development and staff supervision. Mail or
bring a letter of interest and resume, with wort(
references, to Friends of Land Between The
Lakes, 345 Maintenance Road, Golden Pond,
KY 42211, Attn: GS Merchandise Mgr.
Applications will be accepted through close of
business Tuesday, December 30, 2014.
Send electronic submissions to
jrufli@friendsofIbl.org. Inquiries call
270-924-2088.

* * '1111111 * *:

10

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
.3 35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver I

be made.

Gift Shop Merchandise Manager

Insured
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Help Wanted

Extra Farm INCOME
TIMBER+ vs DEER 44,
Deer Income exceeds timber
income 400%

Help Wanted

of jelly"

insertion_ Any error ShOlad be report-

_MN"'

Viednesdal
Thursday
Ft10/1

&Val

,ThVIVNZipArTiC

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
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$6.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period,
$3-35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

the first inserbon of their ads tor any

for all your
classified needs

•New Climate Control
Available
*24.7 Surveillance
*Pest Control

, in the restate
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Murray Ledger & Times
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Call

Same as New
Monessen 30inch
propane logs, Low
price. 270-759-9216

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
200

spoittEmisiessi
Motorcycle helmets
jackets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayheid,KY

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-753-9866

Thu outu&alav ua,,equi
: 1,opportsattry prollarr
4
and empiover

For Rent, 2 bedroom
Duplex Apartment
270-978-2615.
NICE
2
bedroom
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1yr lease. 270-2277414
Nice, Large, Duplex.
2BR, 1.5BA, large utility, with W/D, garage,
$725/mo. $725/dep.
Lynn Grove 270-2271743
NOW LEASING
1, 2& 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD * 711
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential &Commercial
753-9224 Nick

Thank you for your business!

Nispnwdds
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Eyecare Specialties
" 404

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
Murray
"Eyeglasses
759-2500
"Contacts
"Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.corn

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
360
Storage Rentals
JaiL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner o1 121 S. & Glendale.
10X10's & 10x15's
(270) 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
"Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
"We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Homes For Sale
New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
RIverfleld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
480

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALE
We Finance
hwandnic,1,,rsales.co;
270-753-4461

DRYWALL & painting:
•Handyman Setvices
no job too big or
*Yard Work
small.Handyrnan services as well. Free esti•Gutters Cleaned
mates. Call Logan at
*tome Repairs
270-293-0404.

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
rensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270).174-0323

Gary 270-227-0420

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
ei_Str025_8sixthigVig

FUTRELL'S

USED TIRES
Sunbury
Mutttple abet,
every yolk

t

14. 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

remod

snwsi-nisz. -;

380
Pets & Supplies

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
410
Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Real Estate
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
is subrect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
2 or 3BR Houses.
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties
3BR furnished lake
pets.
home.
No
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3BR,1BA, $850 per
month plus deposit.
270-978-1400
Very nice 38R home,
Appliances and carNo
pets.
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
VERY nice, redecorated, 2-bath house great location in city.
Garage, storage buildings and fenced yard.
Includes appliances.
$750 +deposit. 270226-3060

McClure-Owner

Place your Business
Directory Ad with us today! A
Call Chelsea or Nicki for
pricing and get your ad
started! 270-753-1916

illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status OT national ongm, or inter,-

lion to make any such preferences, limitations or discnininahon.

490

2010 Ford Taurus
Limited. Very well
equipped, excellent
condition,
garaged.
Purchased
new.
53,680 miles. Call 270759-2511

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectnc.com

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling

of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.

Residential &
Agricultural

We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby Informed

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

A
Lob For Sale

LAWN CA RE
LANDSCAPING
LEAF REMOVAL
MULCHING

82 Acre Wooded Farm
& House for sale.
12 Miles East of Murray
Serious inquires only
270-436-2853
Selling Something?
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
,Tunes
270-753-1916

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGI NlEN-1
• weekly & special pickup
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
4. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, 8, Mulch
(270)293-8686
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb Tree Pro.
Lic/Ins. 270-753-Tree
(8733)

Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured
KE.HILLCEYLAKE
REMODEUNG.0061
eHorne Improvements
Nfteth & Kitchen

Drywall, Painting,
Plumbing, Floonng, Decks
'
,Insured'Sr Discount
'five Estimates
'Member OfAngtes List
270-436-5959

tar&
11111111111111111T111
"Additions
"Remodeling
"Complete Masonry
(270)293-1421
(270)293-1753

Owner-Michael Mott
*Licensed

lnsured

*20* years experience
*Wellpumps, gas & electric
water heaters
*LP II naturalgas lines
*Medicalgas installer

or all your plumbing needs
(270)227-7216

Free estimates
CA Kevin at

270-293-4020
UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

*Firewood
"Insured
(270)489-2839

WellPump Service

12:11.11:11I

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-227-0267

Used Cars

State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising

that all dwellings advethsed are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam,1703/645-1000.

TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
"Removal
"Stump Grinding

Greg Mansfield
4
MP
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Homelam
Don? spend your money out of
state
alreP N focse'

(270) 293-8480

GARLANIt
RENTALS
if you've ptit we can store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
•%IBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, end 241/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916

All sizes available, caN today
to reserve your storage une

270-753-2905
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ONLY $75.00
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Bergdahl investigation wraps up;
Top leaders get briefings
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WOOD Electronics Inc
1230 State Route 121 N
Murray, KY 42071
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will also determine whether
Bergdahl gets as much as
$300,000 in back pay and other
benefits.
Officials said Army Secretary
John McHugh could send the
case back to U.S. Army North,
where the commander there, Lt.
Gen. Perry Wiggins, would
decide if charges are appropriate
and what, if any, punishment is
warranted.
Bergdahl disappeared on June
30, 2009, reportedly walking
away from his unit after
expressing misgivings about the
U.S. military's role — as well as
his own — in Afghanistan. He
was captured by the Taliban and
held by members of the Haqqani
network, an insurgent group tied
to the Taliban that operates both
in Pakistan and Afghanistan.
On May 31, Bergdahl was
handed over to U.S. special
forces in Afghanistan as part of
an exchange for five top Taliban
commanders who were imprisoned at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
After spending about two weeks
recuperating at a U.S. military
hospital in Germany. Bergdahl
was sent to Brooke Army
Medical Center at Fort Sam
Houston on June 13. He is now
doing administrative duties at
the base, awaiting the conclusion of the case.
An initial U.S. military investigation in 2009 concluded that
Bergdahl deliberately walked

ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
NEEDED
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities
for this position include servicing established accounts,developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in Murray and surrounding areas.
You must enjoy working with the public and be self-motivated. Prior sales
experience is required. Salary will be based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans,salary plus commission,
are all part of an excellent benefit package.
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clusion have been closely held.
The report could include recommendations
on
whether
Bergdahl should be charged
with any criminal violations or
forced to leave the Army.
Potential charges could be
desertion or leaving his post and
being "absent without leave," or
AWOL. The final disposition

8

6
1

Looking for something in particular?
Try running a "Want to Buy" ad with us today!

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Army has finished its investigation into how and why Army
Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl disappeared from his base in
Afghanistan and plans to brief
Defense Secretary Chuck Nagel
this afternoon, officials said
Friday.
Details about the probe's con-

Sucloku is a number-piecing puuki based on a fied? grid wan
several wool numbirs The otqact is to plea tie numbers 1 to
9,1 iris empty squares so that escn row each maim and etch
3x3 box contains the same numb( oily once The difficulty Wyei
al to Concepts Sudoliu increases bom 'Amity k Sundsy

away, based on evidence available at the time. Since his
release, some former soldiers
who served with him have
labeled him a deserter and said
he should be held accountable
for leaving his post. Others have
suggested that troops were put
in danger, and even killed, as
they tried to find Bergdahl.
But there are also those who
contend that even if Bergdahl
deliberately walked away, his
five years in captivity were
more than enough punishment
for the soldier.
Shortly after Bergdahl was
released, Army Gen. Martin
Dempsey, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, left open the
possibility that an Army investigation could result in desertion
or other charges.
Maj. Gen. Kenneth R. Dahl
was tasked to conduct an
exhaustive investigation into the
matter, and spent months interviewing unit members and commanders, and meeting with
Bergdahl and his attorney,
Eugene Fidell, a military justice
expert who is also a visiting lecturer at Yale Law School. He
submitted his report in midOctober, setting off a lengthy
legal review or his review and
findings.
The deal to swap prisoners
with the Taliban, meanwhile,
enraged members of Congress
who complained the administration violated requirements to
inform lawmakers of any such
transfer 30 days in advance.
A report by the nonpartisan
Government
Accountability
Office said the Pentagon broke
the taw by not telling Congress
and using nearly $1 million of a
wartime account to make the
transfer.
Nagel told Congress that the
Defense Department "acted lawfully in the operation to recover
Sgt. Bergdahl, a judgment that
was supported by the Justice
Department."

Give Life.
DONATE BLOOD
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Dec. 23, 2014:
This year you will note a considerable difference in your priorities.
You no longer will sit on situations until you obtain the results you
desire. You will keep your eye on the big picture. If some area of
your life has not been working, you might want to consider letting
it go. If you are single, you could act needier than you really are as
you develop a distaste for being alone. You will meet someone who
is likely to light up your life sometime around your next birthday. If
you are attached, the two of you enjoy taking off together. Do it
more often. AQUARIUS often provokes you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Take charge. Today might be the last day for a while that
you'll have enough cooperation from others. You might note that you
have not heard from someone at a distance. Pick up the phone and
call him or her. Tonight: Check out the holiday lights in your neighborhood.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Start making calls to those at a distance to wish them a
Merry Christmas. You might feel as if you have less resistance from
a loved one than in the recent past. Initiate a one-on-one conversation in the next few days. Tonight: Found kissing under the mistletoe.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
***** Deal with someone directly. You could be in a situation
where you want to change some part of your life. Your creativity
surges as you seek answers. You might be put off by a loved one
who seems to be developing a stony attitude. Tonight: Where holiday music is played.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You could be changing your focus because of the impending
arrival of Christmas, and perhaps also because of a slight difference
in a loved one's attitude. One-on-one relating will be a bigger priority as the day goes on. Have a frank discussion. Tonight: Keep it jolly.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** What has weighed you down in the past will no longer be a
problem. On some level, you will feel as if you have been freed up.
You also might notice a change in how you deal with others, and vice
versa. Go along with someone's offer. Tonight: The only response is
'yes.'

Murray S

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might need to slow down some. Doing so will put you in a
lighter mood, especially if you have a discussion about how to proceed in the next few days. Catch up with an older friend or relative
before you get any busier. Tonight: Get into the swing of things.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You could be overwhelmed by a change of pace.
Communication seems to take on a more intense quality than in the
past. You could be concerned about other matters only to suddenly
reverse gears and focus on visiting with family and friends. Tonight:
All smiles.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Use the daytime hours to make calls, deliver presents and
do whatever is a high priority. As the planets shift, you will be more
jubilant and feel freer than you have in quite some time. You have
reason to celebrate! Tonight: Take a deep breath, and feel the difference.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Clear out as much as you can tonight, because by tomorrow,
you will feel as if you have had enough. Understand what is going
on with a child or loved one. Also, note what is happening within your
immediate circle of friends. A conflict might be present. Tonight:
Holiday cheer!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Use the daylight hours to the max. You will accomplish a lot
more than you had thought possible and still have time to visit. Give
up being so detailed at this point, and get into the swing of the
moment. You will open up to change as a result. Tonight: Take a
breather.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You'll race around with so much to do that you could feel
overwhelmed and worn out. Decide on a cutoff point so you can
relax and let go of having to run around. A friend is likely to reach out
to you; he or she might be more depressed than you realize. Tonight:
As you like it.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You know what you want to do -- just know that you'll have
a limited number of hours to do it. Understand what is happening
within a special relationship. You would be wise not to play into this
person's present mood. Tonight: Get some extra R and R.

BORN TODAY

Email your resume to mdavis@murrayledger.com
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KYSER LOUGH 1 For the Ledger
Murray State's Cam Payne drives past three Illinois State defenders in the first half of the Racers'89-77 win Saturday. Payne finished with 20 points and 5 assists.
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Staff Report

By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer
HE RACERS HAVE NOW WON SIX GAMES IN A ROW, BUT THEY'RE NOT COUNTING.
"We're not really concerned about a streak," said guard Justin Seymour."We're just
showing up at practice every day, going hard, trying to get better at the stuff we
have to get better at. We don't even talk about a streak." Murray State beat Illinois
State 89-77 in a come-from-behind win Saturday. Head coach Steve Prohm said they were outtoughed in the first half, so he challenged his team. The Racers continued their streak of hot
shooting to outscore the Redbirds 52-35 in the second period. The opening minutes of the game
were a little sloppy as the teams felt each other out. From there, both teams settled in.

T

Seven and a half minutes into the game,TJ. Sapp
got a steal at the top of the key. He drove up the court
and swung the ball to Jeffery Moss.
Moss drained the 3-pointer to give the Racers a 1°8 lead,finally providing a spark the team had lacked.
At the other end of the floor on the ensuing
Redbird possession, Moss came up with a huge
block that led to an easy layup for Jarvis Williams.
The Racers managed to hold on to a lead, though
never by more than 6 points in the first period.
Then with under 2 minutes to go in the half,Illinois
State's Daishon Knight hit a 3-pointer from the top of
the key with 2 seconds left on the shot clock.
He added a pair of free throws and a corner 3,
while Murray State only scored on a long pull-up
jumper from Moss before the half.
The Racers trailed 42-37.
Prolun wasn't happy with the first-half performance, but he didn't fret.
"I was frustrated because the level of toughness
that we've showed in practice or in games up til
now within the last couple weeks, we weren't
showing that," he said."We didn't have that pop in

the first half."
His challenge to the team was to be the tougher
team in the second period.
"They responded," he said. "They made tough
plays."
Cam Payne led the way with 12 points and 4
assists in the second half.
Two minutes in, Payne got a steal and passed up
the court to Moss. Moss went right back to Payne,
who popped up for a long 3 from the wing to take
the lead.
It was a 9-2 run to open the half.
"Basketball is a game of runs," Moss said. "We
struggled in the first half. We came together in the
second and made a run."
A minute later, with the game tied, Fairell caught a
pass at the free throw line.
Fairell to Sapp. Sapp to Moss. Moss pulls up for
two from the elbow.
It was the same style of play the Racers have
showed in their six-game win streak—swing the ball
•See RACERS, 12

THE HARDWOOD CLASSIC
ualinobigar.com.

Lady Lakers only
improving after
Hardwood Classic

•

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Murray's Alexis Burpo looks for her shot against Graves
County's Gracie Martin Saturday afternoon.

ARL WE / Ledger & Times
A
Greer shined
Megan
Calloway's
Saturday afternoon - burying several
threes to keep the Lady Lakers hanging.

•See LADY LAKER% 12

The Murray Tigers (7-1)
picked up their sixth-straight win
Sunday night in the first round of
the Owensboro Invitational,
when they blew open a close
game in the fourth quarter to beat
Russellville 76-60.
Preston English led the Tigers
with 21 points and added five
rebounds, while Tedrick Hughes
finished with 16 points and
seven rebounds and Duane
Curtis chipped in 16 points and
eight assists.
Murray finished 23-of-40
inside the arc and 5-of-13 behind
it, while also notching 15-of-22
from the charity stripe.
The Tigers continue their jaunt
through the tournament today,
where they play Owensboro
Catholic at 10:45 a.m.

Lady Tigers down Graves, Lakers unleash
fall short in Championship at Todd Co.
Staff Report

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
Mere hours following a grueling
51-47 win against Graves County,
the Lady Tigers (8-2) were pitted
with another tough regional test in
Paducah Tilghman, who — like
Murray — had worked their way to
the championship game in the
Calloway County Hardwood
Classic.
After Murray closed within a
triple, 23-20,on three consecutive

baskets from Lily Ramey, however, the Lady Blue Tornado (10-0)
rampaged through Murray's
defense and never looked back —
winning the Classic 71-50
Saturday night in Jeffery
Gymnasium.
The last time a defense coached
by Rechelle Turner gave up 71
points was Jan. 30,2010, when the
Lady Tigers were upended by
Newport Central Catholic 71-49 at
•See LADY TIGERS, 12

Dy EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
Two weeks ago, head coach Scott Sivills sat on the
sidelines at Graves County — the words just not there.
An offense plagued with turnovers,there was only one
place he said his team could go:
"Up."
Saturday was certainly an "up" kind of day for the
Lady Lakers (0-7), who — despite two close losses to
Henry County and Craigmont — could only come away
with the satisfaction of a team on the upswing.
Calloway County fell to Henry County (TN) 54-48
after having tied it 37-all going into the final frame.
The Lady Patriots,however,would open with back-Soback threes — eventually accounting for the six-point differential.
Alicia Hombuckle — notching a game-high 22 points

PREP BASKETBALL

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger S Tense
WINNING AGAIN: Murray State's Ke'Shunan James &Ives
to the basket In the second half of the Racers win, which
ended a flve-game losing streak. See P.12for story.

4

Skyler Hunter scored 24 points
and grabbed 12 rebounds, Parker
Adams added 22 and Connor
Wagner finished with 12 points,as
the Calloway County Ulcers(5-1)
eventually ran away from Todd
County Central 77-50 Saturday
afternoon.
"We played pretty good for three
quarters," head coach Terry
Birdsong said Sunday evening by
phone."We shot the ball well,and
were able to fun away in the second quarter."
The Lakers finished with 12
threes on the day — eventually
pushing their lead to as much as 30
late in the third quarter.
Calloway also finished 11-for-14
from the charity stripe, while Todd
County Central was held to .five
points in the second quarter and
finished with 18 made field goals
and just6-for-12from the line.
The Lakers have a packed two
days before the Christmas
Holiday — as they face Muhlenberg
County tonight at 5 p.m. in the
Eagles Nest at Graves County.
Participating in the Eagles
Holiday Classic, the Laken pick
up two more games on illeaday,
where they play Planklin-Simpsoo
at 10 a.m.,thee a stout Collins program at 5 p.m.
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Hot shooting helps Racers snap losing skid
By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer
KeShunan James set the pace in
the first half to guide the Racers to
an 80-62 win at home Saturday
against the Jacksonville Dolphins.
James' II fust-ha1f points came
during a 26-10 run by the Racers
to open the game. The lead hovered around 15 points duougii the
final minutes, helping Murray
State snap a five-game losing
streak before playing their final
two nonconference games this
month.
The Racers (4-7) found eeerees
beyond the are early, hitting 7 of
their 14 attempts in the opening
period.
They were nearly perfect
beyond the arc in the second half,
hitting five of six from deep to
keep pace with the Dolphins.
The Rakers went up by 21 with
3:08 to go in the opening frame on
a 3-pointer from Julia Fox, but
they lost momentum in the closing
minutes.
Jacksonville (3-7) closed the

halt on a 9-4 run to go into the
locker room trailing 38-22.
The Racer defense held the
Dolphins to 20.9 percent shooting
in the first half, while Murray
State shot 44.4 percent.
By getting a big lead early, the
Racers gave themselves plenty of
room to close out the game.
The Dolphins finally found their
shot to gain some momentum
early in the second half, but
Murray State was able to match
their increased efficiency.
Keiona Kirby led the hot shooting for the Racers in the second
half,scoring 12 of her 20 points in
the final 20 minutes.
"Coach kept telling us to take
open shots when we're open and
just be confident," Kirby said."I
carried that over into today."
Kirby went 5-9 from the field
and 4-7 from 3-point range, and
she hit all six free throw attempts.
Olivia Cunningham aekded to
Kirby's big half, scoring"!fbf her
18 points in the period.
When the Dolphins cut the
deficit to 11 points with 13:37 to

play, Cunningham ha a floater to
put Murray Stare back on tr4A,1 for
the win.
The teams matched each other
nearly shot-for-shot, helping the
Racers knock off Jacksonville.
"We've been hungry for a win,"
Kirby said. "We've been talking
on the team about what we need to
do to put together a win."
Kirby finished with 20 points
and 8 rebounds.
Cunningham added 18 points,
while James pitched in 17 points
and 7 rebounds.
Head coach Rob CIDSS said the
team was able to come away with
more than a win.
"The good thing about it is we
can learn from today how to play
with a lead late in the game:' he
said. "We
really
turned
Jacksonville into the team we
wanted to turn them into. We dictated the game with our defense."
The Racers play tonight at 7
pin. at Illinois, then close out the
nonconference schedule Dec. 30
at home at 5 p.m. against Brescia.

•Lady Tigers...,
From Page 11
Eastern Kentucky University.
Murray would end up claiming
their last regiohal championship
later that season,but Turner would
be the first to say her team
Saturday didn't show the ilk of a
championship squad.
-(Paducah Tilghman) beat us in
every facet of the game," she said.
"It's the first time this year that I
felt like the effort wasn't there
from the kids, and that's disappointing.
"I realize it's our fifth game in
five days,and those type of things
(happen)...but we don't believe in
excuses. We're not going to make
any - we're giving all the credit to
Paducah Tilghman. A very, very
good basketball team."
After
suffocating
Martin
Westview and Craigmont last
Thursday and Friday,. Murray got
everything they could handle from
Graves County (7-2)- who hadn't
lost since their season opener
against the Lady Tigers.
Alyssa Barnard put the Lady
Eagles on her back in the first
half - outmuscling Murray inside
for 10 first-half points.

The Lady Tigers, clinging to a
25-24 halftime lead,ran out of the
third quarter and took a 10-point
advantage when Maddie Waldrop
drove baseline on Barnard and
snagged the and-1 to make it 3626.
Lady Eagles Gracie Martin and
Bailey Hawkins, however, kept
Graves in the game when Barnard
sat with foul trouble - as it was
either Martin or Hawkins snagging fouls and baskets to keep it
close in the waning moments.
Two clutch free throws from
Macey Turley, however, would
seal it. She finished with six
points, while Waldrop had IS.
Against Paducah Tilghman,size
and precision passing ended up
being the difference against
Murray.
Jalisa and Joya Smith combined
for 21, Karlee Humphrey led all
scorers with 21 and Alex Kohler
added 14, as the Lady Tiger
defense consistently got picked
apart on the backside and
Tilglunan's bigs executed well
inside the post.
"Defense was non-existent, and
the backpart of defense is
rebounding, and it was non-exis-

tent," Turner said."The reason we
have had success is because we
have rebounded and we have
defended, and that effort wasn't
there.
"I will stand by the fact that we
have built our team on defense and
rebounding, and if we don't do
those two things, we won't win. It
showed (Saturday) how bad we
can be when we don't do those
two things."
Waldrop was held to 18 points
and 11 rebounds on 6-of-20 shooting - consistently doubled or
tripled in the lane when the Lady
Tigers needed a basket - while
Paducah Tilghman finished 26-of53 from the field.
Having already played 10 games
this season, the Lady Tigers are
stating at a nine-day test before
hosting the annual Murray Bank
Lady Tiger Classic, where they
will face Apollo,Hopkinsville and
Union City (TN) before a final
opponent is determined.
"We've got awhile to work out
some of the kinks," Turner said.
"Hopefully we'll close the gap
before March."

Calloway held their first' halftime lead, 28-23, before
Craigmont opened the second half
on a 14-3 run.
Unfazed, however, Hombuckle
and Greer sandwiched a steal by
Potts with threes - trailing 43-4()
heading into the final minutes.
The Lady Lakers would never
get closer than one, however, as
free throws rarely fell when
Calloway needed them most-finishingjust 16-of-32from the stripe
between the contests.
It's been a recurring problem
this season, Sivills said, when the
Lady Ulcers went I I-for-25 in a
two-point loss to McCracken
County and 14-for-26 against
Dresden(TN)last week.
But Sivills would hardly rest the
team's troubles on free-throw
shooting alone, instead also pointing at lack of offensive possessions and unforced turnovers as
critical factors holding Calloway
County without a victory.
"You've got to give Craigmont

credit-they scored 20-plus points
off of our turnovers," Sivills
added. "We take care of the basketball, and we win by 15 or

rii l.l
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to get the open shot.
They gradually increased their
lead over the next 10 minutes.
Nobody can protect your AUTO
A big dunk from Williams and
any better than we can!
an open layup from Seymour
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415
after breaking the, press put the
State Auto
insteance
Van Ha.erstock
game out of reach at 84-73 with
2:21 to play.
The Racer defense held the
Green Bay 20, Tampa Bay 3
NFL Glance
Pittsburgh 20, Kansas City 12
Sundays Games
Redbirds to 39.3 percent shootNew England 17, NY Jets 16
Houston 25, Baltimore 13
ing in the second half. Murray
N.Y Giants 37. St Louis 27
Detroit 20, Chicago 14
State also outrebounded Illinois
Atlanta 30, New Orleans 14
Oakland 26, Ekittalo 24
Miami 37, Minnesota 35
Dallas 42, Indianapoits 7
State 20-10 and forced 9
Carolina 17, Cleveland 13
Seattle 35, Arizona 6
turnovers in the second period.
"We just know defense wins
ing came from an increased in the series.
games," Moss said. "The first
defensive output for the Racers,
The Salukis beat OVC oppohalf, we weren't playing the way
who had struggled through the nents Tennessee State (84-67),
we should have. So, we picked it
first 20 minutes.
SIUE (79-67). Austin Peay (71up and it paid off. We got some
"When we're scoring off our 49 and Tennessee State again
easy baskets, then we were defense and being able to play (65-58), and lost to
SEMO 55good."
fast, we're fun to watch," Prohm 54.
Williams led the way with 21 said.
Moss said the game will be a
points and 8 rebounds for
Now, Murray State (8-4) plays tough environment against a
Murray State.
at 7:05 p.m. tonight at Southern tough team, especially on only a
Payne added 20 points and 5 Illinois (7-5).
day of rest.
assists. Sappdished out6 assists.
The Racers beat the Salukis in
He welcomes the challenge.
Moss scored 14 and pulled Murray 73-65 last year. Murray
"It's what you signed up for,
down 17 boards.
State has lost four straight in Moss said. "Sometimes that's
Seymour rounded out double- Carbondale, III., with the last what you've got to do. You've
digit scoring with 13.
victory there in 1990.
got to be a man and get through
The Racers trail 16-15 overall it the best way you can."
Much of the second-half scor-

Haverstock Insurance Agency

/

RING IN THE

Tuesday, December 30th
Women vs. Brescia at 5:00 PM
Men vs. Alabama A&M at 7:00 PM

111 Lady Lakers...
From Page 11
against Henry Co. - hit back-toback triples and Allie Fritts hit a
free-throw to draw within one,45.44. but no closer.
Megan Greer would also finish
with 13 points and seven
rebounds.
Greer and Hombuckle would
again excel against Craigmont
(TN) to combine for 22 points,
while Kelsey Douglas (17 points,
nine rebounds) and Danielle Potts
(13 points, II rebounds) would
also find their tandem game.
It was the Lady Chiefs,however,
who came away with a narrow 5754 win over the Lady Lakers mostly behind four steals and 23
points from Morgan Morris and
another 17 from Deja Scurlock.
"If Alicia and Megan continue to
do that alongside what Danielle
and Kelsey are doing, we're going
to give some good teams some
fits," Sivills said. "We should've
won this game."

Though the record doesn't
reflect success just yet,Sivills said
his program is making strides,and
he finally has players looking to
score the basketball in different
ways.
"We really have broken down
the game and kept it as simple as
possible," Sivills said."We really
have had to emphasize the basics
of basketball, and they've done a
good job of simply reading what a
pick-and-roll is and coming off of
it."
Looking to spend the next nine
days resting, the Lady Lakers will
take in some practice following
Christmas before joining a tough
field in the Murray Bank Lady
Tiger Classic - where they will
face Daviess County, University
Heights Academy and Northeast
(TN).
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MURRAY

2014 Lincoln PAKZ
OF THE

A Certified Pre-owned 2014 Lincoln MKZ with less than 26.000 miles!
To become a CPO the vehicle goes through a rigorous 200 point inspection
to be made in like new condition.
Also includes anextended 100.000 miles warranty.

Come See Al Today! 270-753-5273
West KY's Authorized
Monessen Dealer/Distributor!

701 Main St. I Murray, Ky I 270.753.5273 I www.ParkerFord.com
Next
Visit

